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Abstract
According to Taubes, the Gromov invariants of a symplectic four-manifold X with b+ ¿ 1 satisfy the
duality Gr() = ±Gr( − ), where  is Poincar1e dual to the canonical class. Extending joint work with
Simon Donaldson, we interpret this result in terms of Serre duality on the 7bres of a Lefschetz pencil on
X , by proving an analogous symmetry for invariants counting sections of associated bundles of symmetric
products. Using similar methods, we give a new proof of an existence theorem for symplectic surfaces in
four-manifolds with b+=1 and b1=0. This reproves another theorem due to Taubes: two symplectic homology
projective planes with negative canonical class and equal volume are symplectomorphic.
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1. Introduction
Many questions concerning the topology of symplectic manifolds can be formulated in terms of the
existence (or otherwise) of appropriate symplectic submanifolds. In four dimensions, this viewpoint
has been especially fruitful given rather general existence theorems for symplectic surfaces coming
from Taubes’ theory relating Seiberg–Witten invariants to pseudoholomorphic curves [42]. Taubes’
results imply in particular a curious and striking symmetry for counting holomorphic curves in
symplectic four-manifolds with b+ ¿ 1: the Gromov invariants for the classes  and −  are equal
up to sign, where ; ∈H2(X ;Z) and  is Poincar1e dual to the canonical class of the symplectic
structure. (As we recall in the next section, this is a consequence of Serre duality when X is
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KKahler, and can be seen as a symplectic shadow of the Serre duality theorem.) Given Taubes’
amazing theorem on the equivalence “SW = Gr” this is rather trivial: it is the translation of a
routine symmetry in Seiberg–Witten theory arising from Nipping a spinc-structure L to its dual L∗.
Nonetheless, one might hope that there was a direct proof of the symmetry in the context of Gromov
invariants and holomorphic curves, which are in a real sense the more geometric objects of interest
in the symplectic setting. This paper is designed, amongst other things, to outline one route to such
a geometric interpretation of the duality.
In [12], in joint work with Simon Donaldson, we explained how to obtain symplectic surfaces
in four-manifolds with rational symplectic form from Lefschetz pencils. These arise as sections
of associated 7brations of symmetric products down the 7bres of the Lefschetz pencil; using this
viewpoint, we were able in particular to give a new proof of Taubes’ theorem that for “most”
symplectic four-manifolds the class  can be represented by an embedded symplectic surface. More
precisely (a fuller review will be given in the third section) we de7ned an invariant—the “standard
surface count”—I(X;f)() as follows. Given a Lefschetz pencil f : X → S2 of genus g curves,
construct a 7bre bundle F : Xr(f)→ S2 with 7bres the r = (2g− 2)th symmetric products of 7bres
of f. There is a natural injection  from the set of homotopy equivalence classes of sections of F to
H2(X ;Z). Then I(X;f)() counted the holomorphic sections of F in the unique class ˜ with image
(˜)= , and was de7ned to be zero for  ∈ im(). The main theorems of [12], for manifolds with
rational symplectic form, were then:
• if I(X;f)() =0 then  may be represented by an embedded symplectic surface in X ;
• for any X with b+(X )¿ 1+b1(X ) and any Lefschetz pencil f on X (of suQciently high degree)
we have I(X;f)() =±1.
The main theorems of this sequel paper are, in these terms, the following: again I will denote an
invariant which counts sections of a compacti7ed bundle of rth symmetric products, for arbitrary
possible r.
Theorem 1.1. Fix a symplectic four-manifold X; ∈H2(X ;Z) and a Lefschetz pencil f of su3ciently
high degree on X:
• if b+(X )¿ 1 + b1(X ) we have an equality I(X;f)() =±I(X;f)( − );
• if b+(X ) = 1 and b1(X ) = 0 and  · [!]¿ 0; 2 ¿KX ·  then I(X;f)() =±1.
The broad strategy is as in [12]. First we set up enough theory to de7ne the relevant Gromov
invariants. Then we use almost complex structures adapted to diagonal loci in symmetric products to
obtain symplectic surfaces, and lastly we use almost complex structures adapted to the geometry of
the Abel–Jacobi map to perform explicit computations. (The third stage in particular is conceptually
as well as technically more involved here.) These results should be considered together with the
following
Theorem 1.2. Suppose (X;!) contains no embedded symplectic torus of square zero. Then there is
an equality I(X;f) =GrX : H2(X ;Z)→ Z→ Z2 of the mod two reductions of the standard surface
count and the Gromov invariant.
The hypothesis on X is satis7ed, for instance, if KX=[!X ] for any ∈R∗. Here the invariant GrX
is that introduced by Taubes, counting embedded but not necessarily connected holomorphic curves
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in X . It would be natural to extend (1.2) by taking account of the signs, to lift to an equivalence of
integer-valued invariants, and by including the delicate situation for tori; we leave those extensions
for elsewhere. Up to certain universal weights in the de7nition of the I-invariants when tori are
present, we expect:
Conjecture 1.3. Once f is of su3ciently high degree; I(X;f) is independent of f and de8nes a
symplectic invariant of (X;!). Moreover there is an equality I(X;f) = GrX : H2(X ;Z)→ Z.
It seems likely, given the stabilisation procedure for Lefschetz pencils, that the 7rst half of this can
be proven directly without identifying I and GrX . We make a few remarks on this at the end of the
7fth section. Of course the conjecture, combined with Taubes’ results, would imply the 7rst theorem.
Rather, the point is that one should be able to prove the conjecture independently of Taubes’ results,
and then (1.1, part(i)) yields a new proof of the symmetry of the Gromov invariants. In this paper,
we shall concern ourselves with the properties of the I-invariants, but let us point out that along
with (1.2) we can obtain holomorphic curves in any X :
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold and 8x a taming almost complex structure J
on X. If I(X;f)() =0 for all su3ciently high degree pencils f on X then X contains J-holomorphic
curves in the class .
As a technical remark, note that this enables one to 7nd symplectic surfaces in X even if the
symplectic form is not rational. One might hope that the equivalence I = Gr, together with the
conjectural routes to establishing SW = I as proposed by Dietmar Salamon, would give a more
intuitive framework for Taubes’ identi7cation SW =Gr. In our picture, the symmetry (1.1, (i)) will
arise entirely naturally from Serre duality on the 8bres of the Lefschetz 7bration; the key geometric
ingredient is the fact that the (2g − 2 − r)th symmetric product of a Riemann surface 7bres over
the Jacobian with exceptional 7bres precisely over an image of the rth symmetric product, when
r ¡g−1. For technical reasons, we will make use of a strengthening of this observation which gives
us enough control to work in families (6.2). This stronger result will follow easily from results, due
to Eisenbud and Harris, in the Brill-Noether theory of Riemann surfaces; one appeal of the current
proof is that such results become of relevance in four-dimensional symplectic geometry.
The symmetry of the Gromov invariants is false for symplectic manifolds with b+ = 1. Indeed,
if X is minimal and has b+ = 1, and if in addition Gr() and Gr( − ) are both non-trivial, then
necessarily K2X = 0 and KX = n for some integer n. This is an easy consequence of properties of
the intersection form on such four-manifolds; for KKahler surfaces, if both Gr() and Gr(− ) are
non-trivial then the holomorphic curves in the two homology classes come from sections of line
bundles which may be tensored to produce a non-trivial element of H 0(KX ), forcing b+ ¿ 1. Taubes
in fact proves the theorem under the weakest possible constraint b+ ¿ 1. We shall assume throughout
the bulk of the paper that b+ ¿ 1 + b1; this weaker assumption simpli7es the arguments, and keeps
the geometry to the fore. At the end of the paper we shall sketch how to improve the arguments
to hold in case b+ ¿ 2. This still falls short of Taubes, and super7cially at least the Hard Lefschetz
theorem plays a complicating role. Presumably suQcient ingenuity would cover the missing case
b+ = 2, but the author could not 7nd an argument. In any case, rather than being sidetracked we
hope to emphasise the key geometric ingredients of the new proof. After all, the theorem itself
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already has one beautiful and very detailed exposition, thanks to Taubes, and our intention is to
supplement and not supplant the gauge theory. 2
The non-vanishing result (1.1, part (ii))—which is described at the end of the paper—implies in
particular an existence theorem for symplectic surfaces in four-manifolds with b+ = 1. Such results
are well-known, and go back to McDuS [27]; similar work has been done by Li and Liu [26].
Each of these earlier proofs has relied on wall-crossing formulae for Seiberg–Witten invariants; our
arguments are “more symplectic” and may cast a new light on the relevant geometry. We remark that
here it is important to use a de7nition of I() in which we cut down a positive dimensional moduli
space by intersecting the image of an evaluation map with appropriate divisors (corresponding to
forcing holomorphic curves to pass through points in the four-manifold X ); we will explain this
more properly below.
The proofs of both parts of (1.1) run along similar lines to the proof of the main theorems of
[12], and much of the technical material is already present in that paper. As before, monotonicity of
the 7bres of Xr(f) enables us to use elementary machinery from the theory of pseudoholomorphic
curves, so the proofs are not too hard. Using the results of the two papers together, it now becomes
possible to re-derive some of the standard structure theorems for symplectic four-manifolds from the
perspective of the existence of Lefschetz pencils. Here are some sample results, whose proofs are
well-known: for completeness we brieNy recall the arguments in the last section of the paper.
Corollary 1.5. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b1 = 0.
• (Taubes) If X is minimal with b+ ¿ 1 then 2e(X )+ 3(X )¿ 0. In particular; manifolds such as
K3]K3]K3 admit no symplectic structure.
• (Taubes) A homology symplectic projective plane with KX · [!]¡ 0 is symplectomorphic to
(CP2; !FS) for some ¿ 0.
• (Ohta–Ono) More generally; if c1(X ) = [!] for some ∈R¿0 then X is di<eomorphic to a del
Pezzo surface.
• (Li–Liu) If X is minimal with b+ = 1 and K2X ¿ 0; KX · !¿ 0 then the canonical class contains
symplectic forms.
The examples, though not exhaustive, serve also to highlight some of the profound successes of
the gauge theory which remain mysterious from the perspective of symplectic linear systems: one
such is the role of positive scalar curvature as an obstruction to the existence of holomorphic curves.
Let us remark on three further directions suggested by [12] and this paper. The 7rst concerns
non-symplectic four-manifolds. Work of Presas [33] suggests that symplectic manifolds with contact
boundary should also admit pencils of sections, and one could hope to complement Taubes’ theorems
on the Seiberg–Witten equations on manifolds with self-dual forms [44] with existence statements
for holomorphic curves with boundary. A second concerns higher dimensional symplectic manifolds.
For complex three-folds 7bred smoothly over curves, the relative Hilbert schemes are smooth and
one can approach the Gromov invariants of the three-folds through sections of the associated bundles.
Counting such sections gives invariants of loops of symplectomorphisms for complex surfaces which
re7ne those of [36]. More generally, after 7nitely many blow-ups any symplectic six-manifold Z
2 “II n’y a point de secte en g1eom1etrie”, Voltaire (Dictionnaire Philosophique).
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admits a map to the projective plane; a complex curve  in Z projects to a complex curve C in
CP2, and generically at least  lies inside the total space of a Lefschetz 7bration over C. This
suggests an inductive approach to the Gromov invariants of Z , similar in Navour to work of Seidel
[38]. In a third direction, both [12] and this paper concern solutions of the Seiberg–Witten equations
on the total space of a Lefschetz 7bration. An analogous story for the instanton equations is the
subject of work in progress by the author and will be the topic of a sequel paper.
1.1. Outline of the paper
1. Remark: although we will not repeat all details of the local constructions of [12], we will give
a (more) coherent development of the global theory that we require, so the paper should be
accessible in its own right.
2. In the next section, we explain how the symmetry GrX () = ±GrX ( − ) follows from Serre
duality if X is a KKahler surface with b1 = 0. (This motivates various later constructions.)
3. In the third section, we recall the basics of Lefschetz 7brations, and prove that given (X; f) the
relative Hilbert scheme Xr(f) provides a smooth symplectic compacti7cation of the family of rth
symmetric products of the 7bres. (We have tried to illuminate the structure of this space.)
4. In the fourth section, we compute the virtual dimensions of moduli spaces of sections of Xr(f)
and de7ne an invariant I which counts sections in a 7xed homotopy class (this requires a
compactness theorem). We also give a simple “blow-up” formula.
5. In the 7fth section, using a natural almost complex structure on Xr(f) and Gromov compact-
ness, we show that if I() =0 then the moduli space of holomorphic curves representing  is
non-empty for any taming almost complex structure on X . We also sketch how to obtain the
equivalence I = GrX (mod 2) for manifolds containing no symplectic square zero tori.
6. In the sixth section, we prove the main result (1.1); this involves a short detour into Brill-Noether
theory and some obstruction computations modelled on those of [12]. We assume, for simplicity,
that b+ ¿ 1 + b1 or b+ = 1; b1 = 0 in this section.
7. In the 7nal section, we give the proofs of the applications listed above and explain how to extend
the arguments of [12] (and in principle Section 6) to the case where b+ ¿ 2.
2. Digression on algebraic surfaces
We shall begin (semantic sensibilities regardless!) with a digression. If X is KKahler then one
can often compute the Gromov invariants of X directly; we will review this, and explain how the
symmetry GrX ()=±GrX (− ) emerges in this framework. Suppose for simplicity that b1(X )=0.
The key point is that a holomorphic curve, for the integrable complex structure, is exactly a
divisor and as such gives rise to a section of a line bundle. Moreover, generically at least, the
locus of holomorphic sections of a given line bundle yielding singular complex curves will have
positive codimension, whilst those yielding curves with worse than nodal singularities will have
complex codimension at least two. It follows that the linear system in which the divisor moves
de7nes a suitable compacti7cation of the space of smooth holomorphic curves for computing Gromov
invariants. Again for conceptual clarity, and since we shall not use the results of this section later
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on, we will suppose we are always in this situation. The desired invariant itself can be computed as
the Euler class of an obstruction bundle over the moduli space (cf. [34, Prop. 11.29]).
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a K>ahler surface with b+ ¿ 1 and b1 = 0. The Gromov invariants of X
manifest the symmetry Gr() =±Gr( − ).
Proof. Fix a suitable class ∈H2(X ;Z) which we suppose to be Poincar1e dual to a class D. We
will blur D with the unique holomorphic line bundle O(D) with 7rst Chern class D and for brevity
we will make the simplifying assumption that H 1(OXD) = 0. Our assumptions also imply that we
have H 1(X;OX ) = 0; then P = P(H 0(D)) is the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic curves in the
homology class —there are no other line bundles with the same 7rst Chern class. Write  ⊂ P×X
for the universal divisor with projections ! :  → P and p :  → X . The obstruction bundle by
de7nition is given by R1!∗O ( ). Suppose 7rst that the virtual dimension is zero; 2 =KX · . Then
the invariant is the Euler class of the obstruction bundle. We have an exact sequence
0→ OP×X → OP×X ( )→ OP×X ( ) |  → 0;
where the last non-zero term is O ( ) by de7nition of notation. It follows that
!!OP×X + !!O ( ) = !!OP×X ( )
in K-theory; and hence taking total Chern classes that
c(!!O ( )) = c(!!OP×X ( )): (2.2)
Now ! :  → P has one-dimensional 7bres and hence
!!O ( ) = R0!∗O ( )− R1!∗O ( ):
Note that the 7rst of these is by deformation theory just the tangent space to the moduli space P;
whilst the latter is the obstruction space we require. It follows; also using (2.2); that
c(Obs) = c(!!OP×X ( ))−1 · c(TP):
Of course the term c(TP) is just (1 + H)h0−1 where H is the generator of the cohomology of the
projective space and h0 is the rank of H 0(X;D). We must therefore understand the other term in the
last expression. Write F= OP×X ( ). Observe
!!F= R0!∗(F)− R1!∗(F) + R2!∗(F):
But we also have
OP×X ( ) = !∗OP(1)⊗ p∗D
and hence Ri!∗F= OP(1)h
i(D). Taking total Chern classes one last time; we deduce that
c(Obs) = c(OP(1))−Index · c(TP) = (1 + H)h1(D)−h2(D):
Here ind denotes the index of the V@-operator on the bundle D; equivalently the alternating sum
shows that [b+ + 1]=2 ∼= 2h0(D), by an old result of Hopf: if V ⊗ V 1 → W is a linear map of
complex vector spaces injective on each factor separately, then the dimension of the image exceeds
rk(V )+rk(V ′)−1. But from the Riemann–Roch theorem∑i (−1)ihi(D). Now we use the assumption
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that H 1(OX (D)) = 0. The upshot is that Serre duality implies that the Gromov invariant we require
is exactly
GrX () =
(−h2(D)
h0(D)− 1
)
;
for by the binomial theorem; this is just the Euler class of the obstruction bundle over the projective
space which is the moduli space of holomorphic curves representing D. Recall the de7nition of a
binomial coeQcient with a negative numerator:(−n
k
)
= (−1)k
(
n+ k − 1
k
)
:
This shows that
GrX () =±
(
h0(D) + h2(D)− 2
h0(D)− 1
)
=±
(
h0(K − D) + h2(K − D)− 2
h0(K − D)− 1
)
=±GrX ( − ):
Here the identity in the middle is given by the Riemann–Roch theorem and Serre duality for the
bundles O(D) and O(KX −D) on X . If the virtual dimension 2 − KX · = r is in fact positive; the
argument is similar; the relevant equality in this instance is(
−[h2(D)− r]
[h0(D)− 1]− r
)
=
(
−[h2(KX − D)− r]
[h0(KX − D)− 1]− r
)
:
To see this; note that each incidence condition on the holomorphic curves de7nes a hyperplane on
the projective space of sections. The 7nal result again follows from the de7nition of the binomial
coeQcients.
One can use arguments analogous to those above to perform explicit computations. Setting = 
above, we see that if b+ ¿ 1 then the Gromov invariant of the canonical class on the surface is ±1.
This is the “holomorphic” case of the main theorem of [12]. Here is a more substantial assertion.
Suppose X is spin and c21(X ) = 0; then Rokhlin’s theorem shows that b+(X ) = 4n − 1 for some
n¿ 1.
Lemma 2.3. For X as above; the Gromov invariant of D = KX =2 is
(
2n−2
n−1
)
.
To see this, argue as follows. The multiplication map
H 0(X ;D)⊗ H 0(X ;D)→ H 0(X ;KX )
shows that [b+ + 1]=2¿ 2h0(D), by the old result of Hopf alluded to previously. But from the
Riemann–Roch theorem, and the duality H 2(X ;D) ∼= H 0(X ;D)∗ we see that 2h0(X ;D)¿ IndexO(D)
( V@)=[b++1]=2. Hence h0(X ;D)=[b++1]=4. Now the arguments as above show that the obstruction
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bundle over the projective space PH 0(X ;D) satis7es
c(Obs) = (1 + h)−Indexc(TP) = (1 + h)−[b++1]=4:
The Gromov invariant is given by the coeQcient of hh
0(D)−1 in this expression, which is exactly as
claimed by the binomial expansion. (If X is spin but c21(X ) =0 then the moduli space of sections
in the class KX =2 is not zero-dimensional and the invariant will vanish as soon as b+ ¿ 1.) We will
return to this result in a symplectic setting later, to illustrate a weakness of our current theory.
3. Symplectic surfaces and symmetric products
In this section we shall review some of the basics of Lefschetz pencils, and establish the core ideas
on which the rest of the paper is founded. We include various extensions of results from [12] that
will be important later, and have tried to make the discussion essentially self-contained wherever the
statements of [12] are inadequate for our applications. We have also included an elementary proof
of smoothness of the relative Hilbert scheme for families of curves with only nodal singularities.
Using this, one can build all the spaces we need—and verify the properties we need—directly, but
at the cost of losing the naturality which comes for free in the algebraic geometry. For foundations
on Hilbert schemes and compacti7ed Jacobians, we defer to the papers [2,31].
3.1. Lefschetz pencils
Let X be an integral symplectic four-manifold: X is equipped with a symplectic form ! whose
cohomology class satis7es [!]=2!∈H 2(X ;Z) ⊂ H 2(X ;R). Then there is a line bundle L with
connexion with curvature !, and Donaldson [13] has shown that appropriate sections of high tensor
powers Lk of this line bundle give symplectic surfaces in X Poincar1e dual to k[!]=2!. Extending
this in [14], Donaldson shows that integral symplectic manifolds admit complex Morse functions
or Lefschetz pencils: we can 7nd a map f : X S2 de7ned on the complement of 7nitely many
points qj in X , with 7nitely many critical points pi, all with distinct image under f, such that:
1. f has the local model (z1; z2) → z1z2 at each of the pi,
2. f has the local model (z1; z2) → z1=z2 at each of the qj,
where all local complex co-ordinates are compatible with 7xed global orientations. The 7bres are
again symplectic submanifolds Poincar1e dual to the class k[!]=2!, for some large k. We can assume
the symplectic form is positive of type (1; 1) in a 7xed almost complex structure at each pi; qj. The
topology of such a situation is described in [40] or [20] for instance; after blowing up at each qj
we have a manifold X ′ 7bred over S2 with smooth two-dimensional surfaces of some 7xed genus
g as 7bres over the points of S2 \ {f(pi)} and with critical 7bres surfaces with a single ordinary
double point. The exceptional spheres Ei of the blow-ups form distinct sections of the 7bration of
X ′ = X]rCP2, where r = ]{qj}. We remark that one can always ensure that the singular 7bres are
irreducible, in the sense that the vanishing cycles which have collapsed to the node are homologically
essential, or equivalently that removing the node does not separate the singular 7bre [41]. We will
tacitly assume that all Lefschetz 7brations satisfy this hypothesis henceforth. The following de7nition
is from [12]:
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De#nition 3.1. Let f : X ′ → S2 be a Lefschetz 7bration arising from a Lefschetz pencil (X; f). A
standard surface in X ′ is an embedded surface  ⊂ (X ′\{pi}) for which the restriction f= :  → S2
is a branched covering of positive degree with simple positively oriented branch points.
Here we assume that f is of positive degree on each component of  in the case when the
surface is disconnected. As explained in [12], a symplectic structure on X induces a family of
symplectic forms (!(N )=p∗(k!X )+Nf∗!S2) on X ′ which are symplectomorphic, under the obvious
identi7cation away from a small neighbourhood of the exceptional sections, to the original form on
X up to scaling by (1+ kN ). Moreover, a standard surface is necessarily symplectic with respect to
!(N ) for large enough N , and hence a standard surface disjoint from the Ei gives rise to a symplectic
surface in X . We will sometimes refer to a 7nite collection of standard surfaces with locally positive
transverse intersections as a positive symplectic divisor.
Donaldson’s construction of Lefschetz pencils (X; f) involves a subsidiary choice of almost com-
plex structure J on X , compatible with !X ; after perturbing J by a Ck-small amount (for any given
k), to a highly non-generic structure, we can assume that the 7bration f is pseudoholomorphic and
all the 7bres are almost complex surfaces in X ′. Let us also remark that given any (not necessarily
integral) symplectic four-manifold, arbitrarily small perturbations of the symplectic form give rise
to a rational form and hence to Lefschetz pencils with 7bres dual to a multiple of the form. Since
the J -holomorphic surfaces remain symplectic for small perturbations of !, this means that arbi-
trary symplectic manifolds admit topological Lefschetz pencils: that is, if we drop the integrality
hypothesis on the form, we only lose the explicit identi7cation of the homology class of the 7bre.
Remark 3.2. When working with a 7xed (usually integral) symplectic form !; we will often say a
pencil has su3ciently high degree. Precisely what is required varies over the paper; and we will be
vague to save complicating all our statements. The key point is that we assume k[!]2 ¿ 3|KX · [!]|.
This ensures good behaviour in Proposition 6.2; which controls the topology of certain 7bre bundles
used to compare invariants for homology classes A and KX −A. Warning: “suQciently high degree”
will in general depend on the class ∈H2(X ;Z) as well as on X (without gauge theory—or when
b+ = 1— we cannot assume that only 7nitely many classes have non-trivial invariants).
3.2. Relative Hilbert schemes
The choice of J on the total space of the Lefschetz 7bration also de7nes a smooth map from the
base f : S2 → VMg to the Deligne–Mumford moduli space of stable curves, where the extension
over the critical values of f follows precisely from our requirements on the local normal forms
of the singularities. The map is de7ned up to “admissible isotopy”, that is isotopies which do not
change the geometric intersection number with the divisors of nodal curves; these intersections are
locally positive. By choosing J generically we can assume that the map f has image disjoint from
the orbifold singular loci of moduli space, and hence lies inside the 7ne moduli space of curves
without automorphisms. Hence we have various universal families over f(S2), including a universal
curve—which just de7nes X ′—and universal families of symmetric products and Picard varieties of
curves.
Recall that associated to any smooth Riemann surface  we have a complex torus parametris-
ing line bundles of some 7xed degree r and a smooth complex variety parametrising eSective
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divisors of degree r on . Thinking of these as moduli spaces, for coherent torsion-free sheaves
and zero-dimensional subschemes of 7xed length, respectively, machinery from geometric invariant
theory ([24,2], etc.) provides relative moduli schemes which 7bre over VMg—or at least over the
locus of irreducible curves with at most one node—with 7bre at a smooth point 4∈Mg just the
Picard variety or symmetric product of 4. These universal 7bre bundles give rise to 7bre bundles
on the base S2 of a Lefschetz pencil, once we have made a choice of complex structures on the
7bres. More explicitly, each of these 7bre bundles can also be de7ned by local charts, called re-
stricted charts in [12]. A restricted chart is a diSeomorphism 5 : D1 × D2 → X ′ which is a smooth
family, indexed by 4∈D1 ⊂ S2, of holomorphic diSeomorphisms 54 : {4}×D2 → U4 ⊂ f−1(4) onto
open subsets of the 7bres of X ′. Here each Di denotes the unit disc in the complex plane, with its
standard integrable structure. The existences of atlases of restricted charts is implied by the Riemann
mapping theorem with smooth dependence on parameters. At any rate, with this background we can
make the following:
De#nition 3.3. Let (X; f) be a Lefschetz pencil inducing f : S2 → VMg.
• Denote by F : Xr(f) → S2 the pullback by f of the universal relative Hilbert scheme for
zero-dimensional length r subschemes of 7bres of the universal curve ! : Cg → VMg.
• Denote by G : Pr(f)→ S2 the pullback by f of the universal relative Picard scheme for degree
r torsion-free sheaves on the 7bres of ! : Cg → VMg.
The natural smooth map u : Xr(f)→ Pr(f) will be referred to as the Abel–Jacobi map.
The existence of the map u is proven in [2] or can be deduced (in the smooth category) from our
constructions. Here is a set-theoretic description of the singular 7bres of G and F .
1. The degree r torsion-free sheaves on an irreducible nodal curve C0 are of two forms: locally
free, or push-forwards of locally free sheaves from the normalisation ! : C˜0 → C0. A locally
free sheaf is completely determined by a pair (L; ) where L → C˜0 is a degree r line bundle on
the normalisation and ∈ Iso(L; L8) ∼= C∗ is a gluing parameter which identi7es the 7bres L
and L8 of L over the preimages of the node of C0. This gives a C∗-bundle over Picr(C˜0). The
non-locally free sheaves are of the form !∗L′ where L′ → C˜0 is locally free of degree r − 1.
These arise by compactifying C∗ to P1 and identifying the two degenerate gluings—the 0 and
∞ sections of the resulting P1-bundle—over a translation by the action of O(− 8) in Picr(C˜0).
2. The 7bre of F can be completely described by giving the 7bre of G, as above, and the 7bres
of the map u. The latter are projective spaces. At a point (L; ) the 7bre of u is the subspace
of the linear system PH 0(L) comprising those sections s∈H 0(L) for which s() = s(8). At a
point !∗L′ the 7bre of u is just the entire linear system PH 0(L′).
The sets Xr(f) and Pr(f) obtained above carry obvious topologies: given a sequence (Dn =pn +
D)n∈N of distinct r-tuples of points in the singular 7bre of f, with D a 7xed (r − 1)-tuple and
pn → Node, then the points of the Hilbert scheme converge to the obvious point of Symr−1(C0)
which is determined by the divisor D and the associated line bundle L′=O(D) of rank r− 1 on C˜0.
The general behaviour is analogous. We can put smooth structures on the spaces using explicit local
charts. The following result—which may be known to algebraic geometers but does not appear in
the literature—is central for this paper.
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Theorem 3.4. For any (X; f) and each r; the total spaces of Xr(f) and Pr(f) are smooth compact
symplectic manifolds.
Proof. Up to diSeomorphism; the total space of the relative Picard variety for a 7bration with a
section is independent of r; hence the proof given for r =2g− 2 in [12] is suQcient. We recall the
main point: any torsion-free sheaf of degree r on an irreducible nodal curve is either locally free or
is the push-forward of a locally free sheaf of degree r − 1 on the normalisation. This follows from
the existence of a short exact sequence
0→ OC → !∗OC˜ → C(p) → 0;
where ! : C˜ → C is the normalisation and the skyscraper sheaf C(p) is supported at the node. The
locally free sheaves on C come from degree r locally free sheaves on C˜ with a gluing parameter
∈C∗ to identify the 7bres of the line bundle at the two preimages of the node. The compacti7cation
by adding torsion free sheaves arises from compactifying C∗ (as a C∗×C∗-space) to CP1 and gluing
together the 0- and ∞-sections over a translation in the base; cf. the appendix to [12]. The resulting
variety has normal crossings and the total space of the relative Picard scheme is easily checked to
be smooth; modelled transverse to the singularities of the central 7bre on a family of semistable
elliptic curves.
For the relative Hilbert scheme, we can argue as follows. Clearly we have smoothness away from
the singular 7bres, and more generally when the subscheme is supported away from the nodes of
7bres of f. Moreover, given a zero-dimensional subscheme of a nodal 7bre 0 of f supported at
a collection of points x1; : : : ; xs we can take product charts around each of the xi and reduce to
the situation at which all of the points lie at the node of 0. Hence it will be suQcient to prove
smoothness for the local model: that is, for the relative Hilbert scheme Cr(f) of the map f :C2 → C
de7ned by (z; w) → zw.
According to Nakajima [30], the Hilbert scheme Hilb[r](C2) is globally smooth and may be de-
scribed explicitly as follows. Let H˜ denote the space
{(B1; B2; v)∈Mr(C)2 × Cr | [B1; B2] = 0; (∗)};
where the stability condition (∗) asserts that for any S ( Cr invariant under both Bi we have v ∈ S.
There is a GLr(C) action on H˜ de7ned by
g · (B1; B2; v) → (gB1g−1; gB2g−1; gv)
and the stability condition implies that this is free. Moreover, the cokernel of the map
H˜ → Mr(C); (B1; B2; v) → [B1; B2]
has constant rank r (the stability condition shows that the map > → >(v) is an isomorphism from
the cokernel to Cr). It follows that H˜ is smooth, and the freeness of the action gives a smooth
structure on the quotient H= H˜=GLr(C); but this quotient is exactly Hilb[r](C2). To see this, note
that an ideal I ⊂ C[z; w] of length r de7nes a quotient vector space V = C[z; w]=I of dimension
r; now de7ne endomorphisms B1; B2 via multiplication by z; w, respectively, and v by the image of
1. Conversely, given (B1; B2; v) we set I=ker() for  :C[z; w]→ Cr de7ned by f → f(B1; B2)v;
this is the inverse map. There is an obvious family of zero-dimensional subschemes over H; given
any other such family ! :Z → W , there is a locally free sheaf of rank r over W , given by !∗OZ .
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Taking a cover of W and trivialising locally, we can de7ne multiplication maps Bi by the co-ordinate
functions zi and hence show this family is indeed a pullback by a map W →H, which gives the
required universal property.
This gives a simple description of the relative Hilbert scheme H(f) as the subscheme of those
ideals containing zw −  for some ∈C. Explicitly, setting Ir for the identity element of End(Cr),
we have:
H˜(f) = {(B1; B2; ; v)∈Mr(C)2 × C× Cr |B1B2 = Ir; B2B1 = Ir; (∗)};
this still carries a free GLr(C) action (trivial on the -component) and the quotient is the relative
Hilbert scheme H(f). Note that if  =0 then each of the Bi is invertible, the 7rst two equations
are equivalent, and the two matrices are simultaneously diagonalisable; then the 7bre over ∈C∗ is
just the obvious copy of Cr = Symr(C). Smoothness of the total space now follows from the fact
that the Zariski tangent space has constant rank. That is, the map
Mr(C)2 ⊕ C→ Mr(C)2; (C1; C2; ) → (C1B2 + B1C2 − Ir; B2C1 + C2B1 − Ir)
(which is the diSerential of the de7ning equations) has constant dimensional kernel r2 + 1, indepen-
dent of (B1; B2; ; v)∈ H˜(f).
As the referee has pointed out, this is similar in spirit to results of Iarrobino and others (cf.
[25,10]), and presumably their machinery can be employed to give a clean proof of the result. We
will leave this approach to the reader; an appendix contains an elementary albeit tedious veri7cation
of the statement. Given this technical result on matrices, it follows that the space H˜(f) is determined
everywhere by a map to a vector space of constant rank, hence is smooth, and then the quotient
by the free GLr(C) action is smooth by Luna’s slice theorem. Hence we have smooth compact
manifolds. To put symplectic structures on the spaces Xr(f) follows from a theorem of Gompf [19],
adapting an old argument of Thurston, and is discussed below.
Remark 3.5. One can use the above to de8ne the relative Hilbert scheme; as a smooth manifold
via local charts; for readers wary of sheaf quotients. Note also that the above shows that we have
a smooth compacti7cation of the symmetric product 7bration even when there are reducible 7bres
present.
In fact the spaces Xr(f) all have normal crossing singularities (they are locally of the form {zw=0}×
{Smooth}). For large r this follows from the result for the relative Picard 7bration and the existence
of the Abel–Jacobi map, whose total space is a projective bundle over the base once r ¿ 2g − 2.
Since the condition is local, the result for large r can be used to deduce it in general. The rth
symmetric product of {zw = 0} comprises the spaces Cr−s × Cs glued together along various aQne
hyperplanes, and the Hilbert scheme is obtained by successively blowing up the strata; the projective
co-ordinates in the normalisation are described in [30] and the appendix to [12]. A “conceptual” proof
of smoothness from this point of view is also given there, though the computations above apply
more easily to the case of small r.
Since we have integrable complex structures near the singular 7bres, we can extend (for instance
via a connexion) to obtain almost complex structures on the total spaces of the Xr(f). For us, the
holomorphic structure on the 7bres is always standard. The existence of (a canonical deformation
equivalence class of) symplectic structures on Xr(f) runs as follows. The obvious integrable KKahler
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forms on the 7bres patch to give a global two-form A0; then if !st is the area form on the sphere,
with total area 2!, the forms At = A0 + tF∗!st are symplectic for all suQciently large t.
Write J=Jr for the class of almost complex structures J on Xr(f) which agree with the standard
integrable structures on all the 7bres and which agree with an integrable structure induced from an
almost complex structure on X ′ in some tubular neighbourhood of each critical 7bre. Usually we
will deal with smooth almost complex structures, though in the next section it shall be important to
allow ones that are only HKolder continuous. In any case, all our almost complex structures shall be
of this form.
Lemma 3.6. The space J is non-empty and contractible. A given J ∈J is tamed by the symplectic
forms At for all su3ciently large t ¿ t(J )∈R+.
This is just as in [12]; if we 7x the neighbourhoods of the critical 7bres where the structure is
induced by an integrable structure on X then the remaining choice is of a section of a 7bre bundle
with contractible (aQne) 7bres. Note that the complex structures J will not be compatible with At;
the class of compatible structures is not large enough to achieve regularity for spaces of holomorphic
sections.
Let us recall various facts concerning the geometry of the Abel–Jacobi map. As we observed at
the start of the section, the 7bres of u are projective spaces (linear systems). We can check their
generic dimension at the singular 7bre. A locally free sheaf L on C0 is given by a line bundle L˜ on
C˜0 with a gluing map  :C → C of the 7bres over the two preimages p; q of the node. Since C˜0
is of genus g− 1 when C0 has (arithmetic) genus g, if L has degree d then by the Riemann–Roch
theorem we 7nd that IndexL˜( V@) = d − (g − 1) + 1. Generically this is the dimension of H 0(L˜) and
then
H 0(L) = {s∈H 0(L˜) | s(p) = s(q)}:
Provided ∈C∗ and not every section vanishes at p; q this is a hyperplane; hence h0(L)=d−g+1.
Thus the generic dimension of the 7bres of the Abel–Jacobi map is the same over the singular
7bre of the Picard 7bration as over the smooth 7bres. There are two diSerent behaviours we should
emphasise:
• Along the normal crossing divisor of the singular 7bre of Pr(f) we have ∈{0;∞} (these two
cases are glued together, cf. [12]). Here all sections represent Weil divisors which are not Cartier
and do not arise from locally free sheaves; for instance, any subscheme supported at the node to
order exactly one is of this form.
• We also have an embedding (of varieties of locally free sheaves) Picd−2(C0)→ Picd(C0) induced
by the embedding Picd−2(C˜0)→ Picd(C˜0) which takes a line bundle L˜ → L˜⊗O(p+ q). At these
points, the space of sections of H 0(L) is the entirety of the space of sections of H 0(L˜⊗O(−p−
q))—the parameter  plays no role now—which although not a hyperplane again has the right
dimension, since the bundle upstairs has a diSerent degree.
In particular, surfaces in the four-manifold X ′ which pass through a node of a singular 7bre can
arise from smooth sections of the symmetric product 7bration (necessarily disjoint from the locus
of critical values for the projection F). If this was not the case, we could not hope to obtain a
compactness theorem for spaces of sections.
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In [12] we did not identify the monodromy of these associated families of Jacobians or symmetric
products, so let us do that here. We remark for the readers’ convenience that this shall not be used
later on and is included just for the sake of intuition. The author learned this general material from
unpublished notes of Paul Seidel [37].
De#nition 3.7. Let (X 2n; !X ) be a symplectic manifold. Fix a symplectic manifold (Y 2n−2; !Y ) and
a principal circle bundle S1 → W !→Y; together with an embedding D :W ,→ X which satis7es
D∗!X = !∗!Y . Then a generalised Dehn twist along W is a symplectomorphism  :X → X with the
following two properties:
•  is the identity outside a tubular neighbourhood of W ;
• on each circle 7bre  acts as the antipodal map.
(If n= 1 and Y is a point then this is a Dehn twist along a curve in a real surface in the classical
sense.)
It is not hard to show that such a symplectomorphism  always exists in this situation (and
indeed for more general coisotropic embeddings of sphere bundles with orthogonal structure group).
An important result, due to Seidel, is that the data distinguishes a unique Hamiltonian isotopy class
of symplectomorphism containing generalised Dehn twists. With this terminology established, we
then have:
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a family of genus g curves over the disc D with a single irreducible
nodal 8bre 0 over 0. Write ˜0 for the normalisation of this nodal 8bre.
• The monodromy of the Picard 8bration Pr(f) → D around @D is a generalised Dehn twist
along a circle bundle over an embedded copy of Picr−1(˜0).
• The monodromy of the relative Hilbert scheme Xr(f) → X around @D is a generalised Dehn
twist along a circle bundle over an embedded copy of Symr−1(˜0).
In each case; the base of the circle bundle is isomorphic to the singular locus of the 8bre over 0;
and the singularity arises as the circle 8bres shrink to zero size as we approach the origin of the
disc.
Proof (Sketch):
The point is that for any holomorphic 7bration with a normal crossing 7bre over 0∈D, the
monodromy is a generalised Dehn twist of this form. This is because the normal crossing data
de7nes a unique local model in a neighbourhood of the singular locus: the circle bundle is just
the bundle of vanishing cycles de7ned with respect to some symplectic connexion arising from a
local KKahler form. Seidel’s notes give a detailed construction of the symplectomorphism from this
data. It follows that it is enough to identify the singular locus of the singular 7bres. (Of course this
discussion holds for X itself. If we 7x a smooth 7bre over a point t ∈D∗, an embedded ray F from
t to 0 in D and a symplectic form on the total space of X , then the 7bre Xt contains a distinguished
real circle, which is the vanishing cycle associated to the critical point of f by the path F. The
monodromy is a Dehn twist about this circle.)
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1. The Picard 7bration W , up to diSeomorphism (for instance on choosing a local section), is
just the total space of the quotient R1f∗(O)=R1f∗(Z). The singular locus of W0 is just a copy of
the Jacobian of the normalisation of the singular 7bre X0:
Sing(W0) ∼= Jac(X˜ 0) ∼= T2g−2:
This follows from the explicit construction of the generalised Jacobian given in the appendix to [12].
In fact we can see clearly why the monodromy of the 7bration is a generalised Dehn twist. From
our smooth description, the total space is diSeomorphic to Jac(X˜ 0)×E, with E a 7bration of elliptic
curves with a unique semistable nodal 7bre. This is because the integral homology lattices give a
Nat connexion on a real codimension two subbundle of the homology bundles. The monodromy is
just id × 4F where 4 is the diSeomorphism induced by (the homological action of) the Dehn twist
about F on the subspace of H2(Xt) generated by F and a transverse longitudinal curve. Invariantly,
the singular locus is the degree r − 1 Picard variety of the normalisation since the natural map
OX0 → !∗OX˜ 0 has cokernel of length one.
2. Consider now the associated family Z =Hilb[r](f). When r is large (say r ¿ 2g− 2), we can
use the above and the Abel–Jacobi map. For then the Hilbert scheme is a projective bundle over the
Picard variety, and the singular locus of the zero 7bre is a projective bundle over Picr−1(˜0). The
total space of this bundle is isomorphic to a copy of Symr−1(˜0). Naively this description breaks
down for small r, although the result is still true; it is a consequence, for r = 2, of the examples
described in the appendix to [12], and more generally of the fact that the singular locus represents
precisely Weil non-Cartier divisors. Now the fact that every torsion-free sheaf is either locally free or
the push-forward from the normalisation of something locally free implies the Proposition; sections
of sheaves !∗L correspond to the obvious linear systems on the normalisation.
4. Counting standard surfaces
In this section, we present the holomorphic curve theory for our associated 7brations. We shall
compute the virtual dimensions of moduli spaces, prove that in fact they are a priori compact for
regular almost complex structures, and de7ne the appropriate Gromov invariant counting sections.
4.1. Sections, cycles and index theory
From a Lefschetz pencil (X; f) we build the 7bration X ′ and the associated 7brations F =
Fr :Xr(f) → S2. Suppose s :S2 → Xr(f) is a smooth section. At every point t ∈S2 we have a
collection of r points on the 7bre t of f :X ′ → S2. At t varies these trace out some cycle Cs ⊂ X ′
and the association s → [Cs] de7nes a map  :G(F)→ H2(X ′;Z) from homotopy classes of sections
of F to homology classes of cycles in X ′.
Lemma 4.1. The map  :rG(Fr)→ H2(X ′;Z) is injective.
Proof. Clearly the image homology class determines r; as the algebraic intersection number with the
7bre of f. So we can restrict to a single F = Fr henceforth. We will construct a “partial inverse”.
Fix A∈H2(X ′;Z); this de7nes a complex line bundle LA → X ′. A 7xed symplectic form on X ′
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de7nes a connexion (7eld of horizontal subspaces) on the smooth locus of X ′ → S2; also pick a
connexion ∇ on the total space of the principal circle bundle PA → X ′. Now consider the circle
bundle Pt given by restricting PA to a smooth 7bre Ct =f−1(t) of the Lefschetz 7bration. At each
point u∈Pt we have a natural decomposition of the tangent space of (PA)u given by
Tu(PA) = Tu(S1)⊕ Tu(Ct)⊕ f∗Tf(u)(S2)
using 7rst the connexion ∇ and then the symplectic form. In particular; the tangent space Tu(Pt)
is naturally split and this splitting is obviously invariant under the action of S1; hence we induce a
natural connexion on each of the complex line bundles Lt = LA|Ct . But every connexion induces an
integrable holomorphic structure over a one-dimensional complex manifold (i.e. for each Lt we have
V@
2
= 0). Thus the (contractible) choice of connexion ∇ gives rise to a distinguished section of the
bundle Pr(f) which is just the class of the holomorphic line bundle Lt → Ct as t varies over S2.
Riemann’s removable of singularities theorem; with holomorphic data near the singular 7bres; takes
care of the extension even where the connexion becomes singular. In other words; H2(X ′;Z) is in
one-to-one correspondence with the set of diSerent homotopy classes of sections of bundles Pr(f)
as r varies. (One can also see this by thinking of connexions on Lt as an in7nite dimensional aQne
space; any 7bre bundle of such spaces admits a section.)
Now a section of Pr(f) may not lift to any section of Xr(f), but if it does lift then the diSerent
homotopy classes of lifts diSer by at most an action of Z which acts by adding a generator h
of !2(PN ) to a given section: here PN is a linear system 7bre of the Abel–Jacobi map. (These
projective spaces may be empty, or have varying dimension as we move the section by homotopy,
but they contribute at most a single integral class to !2 [3].) Now it is easy to check directly that
if a section s of Xr(f) de7nes a homology class As ∈H2(X ′;Z) then s+ h de7nes a homology class
As + [Fibre], and these of course diSer. It follows that at most a single homotopy class of section
can yield any given A under the above map .
We will also need to introduce the twisting map D :H2(X ;Z) → H2(X ′;Z) which takes a cycle
C ⊂ X to the cycle C ∪ E where E is the union of the exceptional sections of f, each taken with
multiplicity one. Clearly this is an embedding of H2(X ;Z) onto a direct summand of H2(X ′;Z).
We will sometimes identify homology classes on X with elements in the homology of X ′ under
the natural map i on H2 induced by the blow-down map; that is, use Poincar1e duality and the
pullback on H 2, or just choose a cycle not passing through the points we blow-up and take its
preimage. Note this “obvious” embedding i :H2(X ;Z) → H2(X ′;Z) is diSerent from the twisting
map: D() = i() +
∑
Ei. With this convention, for any ∈H2(X ;Z) there is an equality
2 −  · KX = D()2 − D() · KX ′ ; (4.2)
where · denotes intersection product and we identify the canonical classes with their Poincar1e du-
als. This reNects the basic “blow-up” formula for Gromov invariants in four-manifolds: the virtual
dimension of the space of holomorphic curves in a four-manifold W in a class A is the same as
the dimension of curves on W ′ in the class A+ E, where E is the exceptional divisor of a blow-up
W ′ → W . Indeed the actual invariants coincide; the analogue of this for the spaces Xr(f) will be
important later. To end the section, we shall give an index result.
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Proposition 4.3. Let (s) = ∈H2(X ′;Z) where s∈G(F). Then the complex virtual dimension of
the space of pseudoholomorphic sections of F :Xr(f) → S2 in the homotopy class s is given by
[2 − KX · ]=2.
Proof. By standard arguments; the virtual dimension is given by the sum of the rank of the vertical
tangent bundle and its 7rst Chern class evaluated on the homology class of the section. We can 7x
a smooth section which passes through the open dense set Symr(0 \ {Node}) at each critical 7bre;
and then we are just working with the vertical tangent bundle of a family of symmetric products of
curves. It will be helpful to adopt the universal viewpoint: via a generic choice of 7brewise metrics;
regard X ′ → S2 as smoothly embedded inside the total space of the universal curve C=Cg → VMg.
Indeed; we can form the 7bre product Z = C × Sr(C) of the universal curve and the universal
relative Hilbert scheme. This contains a universal divisor  ; which is just the closure of the obvious
7brewise divisor in ×Symr() where ∈Mg ⊂ VMg. Write ! for the projection Z→Sr(C) to the
universal Hilbert scheme. Then the vertical tangent bundle to  :Sr(C)→ VMg is exactly !∗O ( ).
This follows from the naturality of the construction of ([3; pp. 171–173]). From the exact sequence
0→ O→ O( )→ O ( )→ 0
of bundles on Z; and the associated long exact sequence in cohomology; it follows that
ch(Tvt()) = ch(Tvt(Pic)) + ch(!!O( ))− 1:
Here the constant term 1 comes from ch(!∗O). If we take the degree zero terms in the above; we
get an equation in the ranks of the bundles:
r = g+ (r − g+ 1)− 1
using Riemann–Roch on each 7bre; this checks! We have also used the fact that R1!∗O ( ) = {0};
which holds since skyscraper sheaves on curves have no higher cohomology. The term R1!∗O has
7bre at (D∈)∈Sr(C) the cohomology group H 1(;O); independent of D. This is just the pullback
from VMg of the vertical tangent bundle to the Picard bundle.
We can apply the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem to the term ch(!!O( )). This yields
ch(!!O( )) = !∗[ch(O( ))Todd(Tvt(!))]:
We need only work up to degree four on the RHS since we will evaluate the push-forward on a
sphere [S2]. The relevant terms of the Chern character of the line bundle O( ) are then 1 + [ ] +
[ ]2=2. The vertical tangent bundle to ! is just (the pullback of) the vertical tangent bundle to the
universal curve. Hence, the degree four term on the RHS is given by
[ ]2=2− !C=Mg · [ ]=2 + Todddeg(4)(Tvt(!)): (4.4)
Now evaluate on the sphere arising from the Lefschetz 7bration X ′ → S2; by construction, the class
 gives D() whilst the 7rst Chern class of the relative dualising sheaf gives the canonical class
of X ′ twisted by the canonical class of the base P1: c1(!) = KX ′ − f∗KP1 . This twist means that
c1(!) · [ ] is just  ·KX +2r , where r= · [Fibre] inside X ′. The third term in (4.4) cancels with the
term coming from Tvt(Pic) above; indeed the relative dualising sheaf is dual to the vertical tangent
bundle to the Picard bundle. When we put these pieces together, we 7nd that
virdimC(MJ (s)) = r + 2=2− KX · =2− r;
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where the 7rst r comes from the rank of the vertical tangent bundle and the second from the
discrepancy between KX ′ and KX ′ − f∗KP1 . This gives the required answer.
4.2. De8ning the invariants
We need one last ingredient which was not relevant in the discussions of [12]; a method for
cutting down the dimensions of moduli spaces. Any point z ∈X disjoint from the base-points and
critical points of the Lefschetz pencil gives rise to a smooth divisor D(z) in the 7bre over f(z) of
Xr(f). To de7ne this divisor, note that there is a holomorphic map
Symr−1()→ Symr(); D → D + z
whenever z ∈ is a point of a 7xed Riemann surface . The image of the map is a smoothly
embedded copy of Symr−1() characterised as precisely those points whose support contains the
point z. If we take =f−1(f(z)) then the image of the map above is exactly D(z) ⊂ Symr(), where
we suppress the index r for clarity. Whenever we discuss these divisors D(zi), for points zi ∈X , we
will assume that the points have been chosen generically and in particular lie in X \ ({pi} ∪ {qj}).
Given this background, we can now de7ne the invariants which play a fundamental role in this
paper. Recall the maps i and D taking H2(X ) to H2(X ′).
De#nition 4.5. Let X be any symplectic four-manifold and 7x ∈H2(X ;Z). Choose a Lefschetz
pencil f on X of suQciently high degree. The standard surface count I(X;f)() is de7ned as
follows: for each r; for some generic J ∈Jr .
1. If i() ∈ im() then I(X;f)() = 0.
2. If 2 − K · ¡ 0 then I(X;f)() = 0.
3. If i() =(s); with s∈G(Fr) and [2−K · ]=2=m¿ 0; then I(X;f)() is the Gromov invariant
GrXr(f)(s; z1; : : : ; zm) which counts J -holomorphic sections of F in the class s passing through the
7bre-divisors D(zi); 16 i6m.
Note that it is not a priori clear that this is independent of the choice of Lefschetz pencil; for applica-
tions coming from non-vanishing results that is not actually important. The next result explains why
the invariant is indeed well-de7ned. Our treatment is formal, since the required Sobolev machinery
is standard; note that we can do without the virtual fundamental class machinery of Li and Tian, via
a compactness theorem. The second part of the theorem is a “blow-up” formula to help with later
computations. At this stage, we work with manifolds with integral symplectic form.
Theorem 4.6. Let (X; f) be a symplectic Lefschetz pencil of su3ciently high degree and 8x a
compatible almost complex structure J on X . Use this to de8ne the associated 8bre bundles as
above; and equip these with almost complex and symplectic structures. Fix ∈H2(X ;Z).
• The invariant I() (when not de8ned to be zero) can be computed as the signed count of the
points of a compact zero-dimensional moduli space in which each point has a uniquely attached
sign ±1.
• i()∈ im()⇔ D()∈ im() and in obvious notation I() =I(D()).
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Proof. Most of this is implied by the arguments of [12]. Let us review the principal parts.
1. For generic J on Xr(f), compatible with the 7bration (i.e. J ∈J, inducing the given integrable
structures on the 7bres), the moduli space of holomorphic sections in a given homotopy class s will
be a smooth open manifold of real dimension
d(s) = C(s) · C(s) − KX ′ · C(s):
According to general theory, we can compactify the space by adding two kinds of element. First,
the cusp sections: that is, holomorphic sections which may have a number of bubbles, necessarily
lying in 7bres of F :Xr(f) → S2. Second, we add curves which are not actually sections in the
sense that we may add curves passing through the critical values of F . We need to know that the
points we add do not have excess dimension. For the cusp curves, argue as follows. Any bubble in
any 7bre projects to a sphere in the Picard 7bration Pr(f). This either lies in the smooth part of
a 7bre or lifts to the normalisation of a singular 7bre. Arguing as in Lemma 8.11 of [12]—which
applies unchanged to the case of general r and not just r=2g− 2—the latter situation cannot occur
and hence any bubble represents a multiple of the generator of a projective space 7bre for some
linear system. If we split oS n bubbles, the remaining section component s′ maps under  to the
homology class C(s)−n[Fibre]. Provided at least the degree of the pencil is large, so C · [Fibre]0,
the virtual dimension for holomorphic sections in this new class will be very negative. Then, by the
assumed regularity of J , when the degree of the pencil is large enough the total dimension of the
space of cusp curves is negative and hence there are no bubbles in any moduli spaces.
To see that the curves passing through the critical values cannot be of excess dimension, the
argument is even stronger. Namely, we claim that no curve passing through the critical loci can
arise as the limit of a sequence of smooth sections for any J . For although the limit curve is (in the
appropriate Sobolev setting) only a L2;2-map, the section component s is a holomorphic curve for
a smooth almost complex structure on an almost complex manifold and hence is smooth by elliptic
regularity. The composite map F ◦ S :S2 → S2 is then holomorphic and degree one away from the
isolated point of intersection with the normal crossing divisor in the singular 7bre. Hence the map is
a degree one diSeomorphism everywhere, and hence s is indeed a section; so it cannot pass through
any point of the total space where dF=0. We have already ruled out bubble components, and hence
there are no curves passing through the singular loci.
We deduce that the moduli space of holomorphic sections carries a fundamental class of the
correct (virtual) dimension. Global orientability of the moduli space follows since the V@-operator of
a non-integrable J is just a zeroth order perturbation of the usual V@-operator. The standard surface
count, as we have de7ned it, is given by cutting down the moduli space to be zero-dimensional.
Note that cutting down the moduli spaces introduces no analytic problems since we are only dealing
with spheres, in which case evaluation maps are always submersions by a result of [28]. At this
stage, orientability is exactly the assignment of a sign to each point, giving the 7rst part of the
above theorem. That we really have an invariant, independent of the choice of almost complex
structure, follows from the usual cobordism argument for one-parameter families together with the
observation (3.6).
2. To see that it is equivalent to count holomorphic sections yielding surfaces in a class i() or
D() in H2(X ′;Z), we use the analogue of the divisors D(z) coming from the exceptional sections.
That is, notice an exceptional curve E de7nes a point et ∈t for each t ∈S2 and hence a smooth
submanifold X Er−1(f) ,→ Xr(f). As in [12], there are almost complex structures on Xr(f) which
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give rise to smooth almost complex structures on each X Er−1(f) and for which the natural inclusions
are holomorphic. Choose J on Xr(f) regular amongst almost complex structures in J with this
property; then the compacti7ed space of J -sections yielding curves in the class D() will be a
smooth compact manifold where none of the curves contain bubbles. We claim that in fact all of
these sections lie inside the intersections of the images of all the X Er−1(f), and that this de7nes
an isomorphism of moduli spaces MJ (D()) ≡ MJ (i()). Suppose otherwise; then some element
s∈MJ (D()) does not lie inside X Er−1(f), and hence meets it with locally positive intersection.
Hence the cycle Cs in X ′ meets E with locally positive intersection; but the algebraic intersection
number is just E · [Cs] = E · [+
∑
Ei] =−1, and this yields a contradiction.
So all the sections lie inside all the loci de7ned by exceptional sections, and hence give rise
to canonical holomorphic sections of the intersection ∩EX Er−1(f) ≡ Xr−N (E)(f), where N (E) is the
number of exceptional curves. But then i()·[Fibre]=D()·[Fibre]−N (E), and it is easy to check this
yields the required isomorphism of moduli spaces. The virtual dimensions for the classes coincide,
so we cut down with a 7xed set of D(zi) to obtain isomorphic compact zero-dimensional moduli
spaces. The reader can easily check that the signs associated to points agree; the result follows.
Let us draw attention to a part of the above, a “7bred monotonicity” property:
Corollary 4.7. For a pencil f of su3ciently high degree on X; and any generic almost complex
structure J ∈J on F : Xr(f) → S2; all moduli spaces of smooth holomorphic sections of F are
already compact.
The above arguments show that whenever we have a non-zero standard surface count for a class
D() we can 7nd symplectic surfaces in X ′ disjoint from the Ei and hence push them down to
surfaces in X . The importance of this is that it allows us to stabilise the intersection number r to
be large, and hence take advantage of the geometry of the Abel–Jacobi map. On the other hand, the
blow-up identity is also important: for instance, D() and i(KX − ) meet the 7bres of a Lefschetz
pencil respectively r and 2g − 2 − r times, and this is where Serre duality will enter. Indeed, the
explicit computation of the standard surface count for the canonical class in [12] involved dealing
with a class of almost complex structures—those compatible with the zero-sections—which were
tailored to the Abel–Jacobi map, and it is a strict generalisation of this latter class of structures
which will underlie Theorem 1.1.
5. Standard surfaces and holomorphic curves
In the previous section we de7ned new invariants of Lefschetz pencils, but did not relate them to
symplectic submanifolds in X . The point is that, for appropriate complex structures, the sections of
Xr(f) provided by the non-triviality of a standard surface count yield standard symplectic surfaces.
In [12] we reached this conclusion via an intermediate stage: we constructed unions of such surfaces
with positive local intersections and then applied a smoothing lemma. This has the advantage of
simplicity, but the disadvantage of remaining bound within the realm of integral symplectic mani-
folds: we always assumed the ray R+〈!X 〉 de7ned a point of PH 2(X ;Q) ⊂ PH 2(X ;R). To avoid
this assumption, here we will build holomorphic curves in X from non-triviality of the I-invariants.
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Additionally, we will sketch a proof of the result “I=Gr (mod 2)”, at least in the absence of square
zero tori. This result is intended to be motivational, and to make the present paper coherent, more
than to make serious headway on a full proof of (1.3).
5.1. Almost complex diagonals
To obtain symplectic surfaces, we need to use special almost complex structures on Xr(f), and
for this we need to introduce the diagonal strata (cf. [12], Section 6). For each partition ! of the
form r = aini and each smooth 7bre, we have a map
Symn1()× · · · × Symns()→ Symr(); (D1; : : : ; Ds) →
∑
aiDi:
We induce a smooth map of 7bre bundles
Y! = Xn1(f)×f · · · ×f Xns(f)→ Xr(f)
which is 7nite and generically a homeomorphism onto its image. An almost complex structure
J on Xr(f) is compatible with the strata if there are almost complex structures j! on Y!, for
every partition !, making the above maps (j!; J )-holomorphic. That these exist follows from a local
computation with restricted charts: the point is that almost complex structures on each of Xr(f), Y!
arise by patching local canonically de7ned structures via partitions of unity. Since a smooth partition
of unity on Xr(f) de7nes smooth partitions of unity on all the Y!, pulling back under the canonical
smooth maps above, we deduce existence. In fact, we obtain the following, given as Propositions
6.3 and 7.4 in [12]:
Lemma 5.1. Let J ⊂ J denote the class of smooth almost complex structures on Xr(f) which
are compatible with the strata. Then this is non-empty; and there is an open dense set U in J 
with the following property. If J ∈U then all moduli spaces of smooth holomorphic sections of all
8brations Y!; including Xr(f) itself; have the expected dimension. Moreover; a dense set of points
of each moduli space corresponds to sections transverse to all diagonal strata in which they are
not contained.
The regularity again follows standard lines: locally, perturbations of almost complex structures
compatible with the strata generate the whole tangent space to the space of sections (i.e. all vector
7elds tangent to the 7bres along the image S2). Note that we can immediately assert:
Proposition 5.2. If s : S2 → Xr(f) is a section which meets the diagonal strata transversely at
embedded points and with locally positive intersections; then the cycle Cs ⊂ X ′ is a (not necessarily
connected) smooth standard surface.
This is just because transverse intersections with the top stratum of the diagonals (and no other
intersections) give tangency points of Cs to the 7bres of f, whereas singularities of Cs arise from
non-transverse intersections with the diagonals; for instance, nodes of Cs arise from tangencies to
the diagonals. Before continuing, we need further discussion of almost complex structures on 7bre
bundles and their associated symmetric product bundles.
For any 7bration of manifolds ! : Z → B we can form the 7bre product Z ×! · · · ×! Z → B
whose 7bre over b∈B is just !−1(b)× · · · × !−1(b). That this is smooth follows immediately from
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the surjectivity of d(! × · · · × !) viewed as a map Z × · · · × Z → B × · · · × B. If the original
manifolds Z and B carry almost complex structures J; j for which ! is a holomorphic projection,
then the product complex structure J × · · · × J induces an almost complex structure on the total
space of the 7bre product. Now if we remove all the diagonals from the 7bre product, then there
is a free and holomorphic action of the symmetric group Sr , and the quotient inherits a natural
smooth almost complex structure: in other words, for any pseudoholomorphic 7bration, the space
Zr(!)\{Diagonals} carries a natural smooth almost complex structure J.
In general we cannot say any more than this; the total space of the relative symmetric product Zr(!)
will not carry the structure of a smooth manifold, even, and we cannot make sense of the tangent
space at the points of the diagonal. If however the 7bres of ! are two-real-dimensional surfaces, then
using families of restricted charts, we 7nd that the 7xed J on Z does induce on Zr(!) the structure
of a smooth manifold. In this case, we can ask about the induced almost complex structure J in a
neighbourhood of the diagonals; from the topological set-up it is clear that it extends continuously,
but higher regularity is not obvious. Let J be given in local complex co-ordinates z; w on X ′ by a
matrix(
i 
0 i
)
for a complex anti-linear homomorphism  : f∗TbS2 → TpX ′, so  · i + i ·  = 0. Here z is the
7bre co-ordinate and w a co-ordinate in the base. Taking product charts, reduce to the case of a
point p + · · · + p in the small diagonal of the symmetric product. There are induced co-ordinates
1; : : : ; r; w for i the ith elementary symmetric function of r copies zi; 16 i6 r, of the local
co-ordinate z near p. Then J is given near this point as

· · · 1
Symr(i)
...
· · · r
0 i

 :
The functions i are obtained from smooth functions of  which are invariant under the action of
Sr on the 7bre product. The elementary symmetric functions i are polynomial in given co-ordinate
functions xi; yi upstairs, and hence the smooth function  of the real co-ordinates is a priori just a
function of the fractional powers 1=i (and their complex conjugates) for i6 r. Nonetheless, some
regularity does persist. The following was observed independently by the author and, in a mildly
diSerent context, by Siebert and Tian [39].
Lemma 5.3. The extension of the almost complex structure J on the relative symmetric product
Zr(!) from the complement of the diagonals to the total space is H>older continuous; of H>older
exponent C=r for some constant C. Along the top open stratum where at most two points co-incide
the extension is Lipschitz.
Proof. The key computation; due to Barlet; is the following. Take a holomorphic branched covering
D → D′ of complex domains of maximal rami7cation order n and with branch locus having normal
crossing singularities. Let  be a smooth function on D and let V be the “trace” of  on D′; that is
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V(z)=
∫
−1(z) . Then
V is HKolder continuous of exponent 2=n. As a special case; if a group G acts
holomorphically on a complex manifold D and D=G is smooth; then a smooth G-invariant function 
on D de7nes a HKolder continuous function on the quotient. Since any holomorphic branched covering
can be resolved to have normal crossing branch locus; it follows that traces of smooth functions
are always HKolder continuous of exponent depending only on the rami7cation. In our situation this
applies to the branched covering from the 7bre product to the symmetric product; rami7ed along the
diagonals. If only two points co-incide; then the rami7cation locus is already smooth: there is no
need to resolve; and the extension is HKolder continuous for every ¡ 1; in other words Lipschitz
continuous. The local computation—and much besides—is given in Barlet’s paper [7] (this reference
is due to Siebert and Tian).
Notice that the above implies a tautological correspondence between smooth J -holomorphic curves
in X and HKolder J-holomorphic sections of Xr(f) (in the case where the sections lie inside a diagonal
stratum, one can check this by pulling back to the minimal such stratum, where the complex structure
J is now generically smooth). Such a correspondence presumably lies at the heart of (1.3).
5.2. Relation to the Gromov invariant
Basic theory of, and crucially the compactness theorem for, pseudoholomorphic curves has been
proven with rather weak assumptions on the regularity of the almost complex structure: the best
reference is [4], in particular the article by J.C. Sikorav.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold and 8x a taming almost complex structure
J on X. Suppose for every Lefschetz pencil f of su3ciently high degree the standard surface count
I(X;f)() =0. Then there is a J-holomorphic curve in X in the homology class .
Proof. We can choose a sequence Jn of almost complex structures on X which converge in (say)
C2-norm to J and such that for each n; there is a Lefschetz pencil of Jn-holomorphic curves on X .
(The degrees of these pencils may have to increase with n; hence the wording in the hypothesis of
the proposition.) This follows from the main theorem of [13]; for any 7xed K¿ 0 we know X admits
Lefschetz pencils of surfaces whose tangent spaces deviate from integrability by at most K measured
in any given Ck-norm. Hence it will be enough to show that for an almost complex structure j on
X for which a holomorphic Lefschetz pencil (of high enough degree) exists; there are j-holomorphic
curves in the class . Then we can 7nish the proof using Gromov compactness for a sequence of
Jn-holomorphic curves.
Now 7x such a j on X and form the 7bre bundle Xr(f)→ S2, where r = · [Fibre] in the usual
way. The almost complex structure j on X induces a canonical smooth almost complex structure on
X ∗=X ∗r (f) \ , that is on the complement of the diagonals in X ∗r (f)=Xr(f) \ {F−1(Crit(f))}. To
see this, note that X ′ → S2 is a smooth 7bre bundle away from the critical 7bres; now the above
discussion yields such a canonical J on X ∗, at least HKolder continuous at the diagonals. Near the
critical 7bres, the original 7bration was actually holomorphic, and the relative Hilbert scheme carries
a smooth integrable complex structure. The data patches, by naturality, and so we obtain a HKolder
continuous almost complex structure J on Xr(f) which is smooth on a dense set.
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The smooth sections of any vector bundle are always dense in the HKolder sections. It follows that
we can choose a sequence of smooth almost complex structures Jn on Xr(f) which converge to the
canonical structure, in C0; -norm say. Since the structures on Xr(f) compatible with the strata form
a dense Baire set, we can assume that each Jn lies in J . For each n we then have a section sn of
Xr(f) in the homotopy class (), and the results of [12], as in the previous section, assert that this
de7nes a positive symplectic divisor C ′n in X ′ which contains the exceptional curves and descends
to a symplectic divisor Cn in X in the class . The symplectic condition controls the genera and
area of all the surfaces uniformly.
For each surface Cn we can 7nd an almost complex structure jn on X for which Cn is jn-holomorphic.
Since we have convergence of the Jn in C0;  on Xr(f), we can choose the jn so as to converge in
C0; -norm to the given almost complex structure j. In this case, we can complete the proof using
the Gromov compactness theorem; this holds for sequences of almost complex structures converging
only in C0;  by the results of Sikorav and Pansu in [4]. The compactness will yield a j-holomorphic
curve C in the class  (for the proof of Pansu shows that no area is lost in the limit), and since
the almost complex structure j is smooth, elliptic regularity asserts that the curve C is the image of
a smooth map.
Let us add in the following well-known regularity result, due to Ruan (and developed by Taubes):
Proposition 5.5. [Ruan] Let X be a symplectic four-manifold and ∈H2(X ;Z): There is an open
dense set JXreg in the space of compatible almost complex structures on X for which the following
hold for j∈JXreg:
• if [2 − Kx · ]=2 = d¿ 0 then the space of j-holomorphic curves representing  and passing
through d generic points of X is 8nite;
• each such holomorphic curve is embedded or an unrami8ed cover of a square zero torus.
An immediate consequence of this, and the preceding existence result, is the following:
Corollary 5.6. Let (X;!) be a symplectic four-manifold. Let !′ be a rational perturbation of !
and construct Lefschetz pencils f on X with 8bres dual to k[!′]=2!. If I(X;!′ ; k)() =0 for all k0
then  may be represented by embedded !-symplectic surfaces in X.
Since there is no rationality hypothesis on the original symplectic form on X , this statement—even
for the canonical class—is stronger than that obtained in [12].
Unfortunately, HKolder regularity of the almost complex structure J does not seem strong enough
to directly apply the usual implicit function theorem. Hence, it seems non-trivial to prove that the
map from holomorphic sections of F to holomorphic curves in X outlined above is onto. This would
prevent any naive comparison of the I and Gr invariants. However, in principle we can get around
this, using the fact that along the top stratum of the diagonal we actually have Lipschitz control. First
we need to strengthen Ruan’s regularity result to a 7bred situation. An almost complex structure
on a four-manifold is compatible with a Lefschetz pencil f if locally near each base-point there is
a j-holomorphic diSeomorphism to a family of complex discs through the origin in C2 and if all
the 7bres of f are j-holomorphic curves in X . Considering the sphere in moduli space de7ned by the
pencil, for instance, we 7nd that such j always exist and form a connected subspace JXf of the
space of all !-taming forms.
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Lemma 5.7. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold and 8x ∈H2(X ;Z): For Lefschetz pencils f
of su3ciently high degree on X and for almost complex structures j on X generic amongst those
compatible with f; the moduli spaces of j-holomorphic curves in the class  are smooth and of the
correct dimension.
Proof. Fix some pencil f of symplectic surfaces of area greater than  · [!]. If j varied in the class
of all taming almost complex structures on X this would be exactly Ruan’s theorem; but we are
restricting to almost complex structures for which the 7bres of the pencil f are holomorphic. In
particular; such a j cannot be regular for curves in the class of the 7bre. Nonetheless; by positivity
of intersections of holomorphic curves; any j-curve C in the class  will be some multisection
of the 7bration (by consideration of area no such curve can contain any 7bre components). In
local co-ordinates near some point p∈X disjoint from the base locus of f; all perturbations of j in
horizontal directions (i.e. in the term  in the description before 5.3) yield almost complex structures
which are compatible with f. Hence the class of compatible j is large enough for deformations
(C ′; j′) of (C; j) (through curves holomorphic for some j′ ∈JXf) to generate the entire tangent
space to X ; at least over an open subset where the given curve is a multisection and not tangent to
any 7bre. By an argument with Aronszajn’s Theorem; this is enough to achieve transversality; as in
[28] or the related result [12; Lemma 7.5].
For generic almost complex structures on a four-manifold with b+ ¿ 1, the Gromov invariant used
by Taubes counts all curves that are not square zero tori with weight ±1, whilst the Gromov
invariant counting somewhere injective spheres used to de7ne the standard surface count—cf. [28]
for instance—again counts each point of the moduli space with weight ±1. Hence a bijection of
moduli spaces will give (1.3) modulo two, at least for X containing no embedded symplectic tori
of square zero and for zero-dimensional moduli spaces. (In fact, when b+ ¿ 2, we know that the
only non-trivial standard surface counts do occur in zero-dimensional moduli spaces; we will deduce
this from (1.1) later in the paper, and the same property is standard for the Gromov invariants.
But it is no harder to establish the bijection even if we 7rst have to cut down dimensions.) The
previous lemma shows, in essence, that there are f-compatible j which are suQciently regular for
the computation of the Gromov invariant of the class . By perturbing j amongst f-compatible
structures again if necessary, we see:
Corollary 5.8. Suppose X contains no symplectic square zero tori. Fix ∈H2(X ;Z) and a Lef-
schetz pencil f on X as in (5.7). For generic j compatible with f; the invariant GrX () is given by
a signed count of 8nitely many embedded holomorphic curves; each of which is transverse to the
8bres of f away from 8nitely many tangencies all at smooth points.
For this j the associated J on the relative Hilbert scheme has—by the tautological correspondence—
a moduli space of sections in the class () comprising 7nitely many points, each of which is a
section which meets the diagonal strata transversely (and hence only in the top stratum). We need
a key technical result, due to Siebert and Tian ([39, Theorem II]): we have phrased their result in
terminology appropriate to our situation. Fix a restricted chart D × D → X and work, by pulling
back, locally in the domain. Hence we start with a smooth family ! : D×D → D of complex discs
over the disc, with a smoothly varying family of holomorphic structures on the 7bres. As usual,
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there is a 7bration Cr(!)→ D with 7bres the rth symmetric products of 7bres of !, and this carries
an induced almost complex structure J with regularity as in (5.3). Fix some 7nite p¿ 2:
Theorem 5.9. (Siebert and Tian) [39]. If C is a J-holomorphic section of Cr(!)→ D with 8nitely
many transverse intersections with the diagonals; then the moduli space of J-holomorphic sections
near C is naturally a smooth Banach manifold; modelled on the Banach space L1;phol (D;Cr).
In other words, we can parametrise local pseudoholomorphic curves provided the almost complex
structure is at worst Lipschitz and smooth oS a 7nite set. (Indeed one can relax the last condition.)
In [4] Sikorav observes that the V@-equation can be linearised at any HKolder complex structure, and
that solutions f of V@j(f) = 0—with j HKolder of exponent —will necessarily be of class C1;  and
hence diSerentiable everywhere. The key in the result above is to show that, in the Lipschitz setting,
an approximate right-inverse to the linearisation (provided as usual by the Cauchy integral operator)
satis7es strong enough bounds to apply a contraction mapping and parametrise local J-curves by
perturbations of the given curve C.
Now suppose we have a J-holomorphic section s : S2 → Xr(f) which satis7es the transversality
properties coming from (5.8). Combining the local perturbations above, near its intersections with the
diagonals, with the usual perturbation arguments for holomorphic curves in smooth almost complex
manifolds, we can see that globally over the base of the Lefschetz pencil the linearisation of the
V@J-operator will be surjective at s. For the argument of [28, p. 35, cf. the footnote] works here even
without a priori L2;2-regularity on the maps and Aronszajn’s Theorem. That is, an element in the
kernel of the adjoint of the linearisation must be orthogonal to all vertical vector 7elds (since a given
section of Xr(f) is never tangent to the 7bres), and hence trivial. In this context, on the open subset
X 0r (f) of Xr(f) given by removing a neighbourhood of the lower strata of the diagonals, we can use
the implicit function theorem for the V@-equation. This is viewed as a section of the bundle over the
space C1; (S2;X 0r (f))×JLip with 7bre the one-form valued sections C0; (S2; u∗(TX 0r (f))vt ⊗K2S).
The implicit function theorem in particular shows that the moduli space of holomorphic sections
of X 0r (f) is independent, up to diSeomorphism, of suQciently small Lipschitz perturbations of the
almost complex structure. On the other hand, we know that in the space of all HKolder almost complex
structures on Xr(f) the smooth structures are dense, and that in this dense subspace the structures
for which all points of zero-dimensional moduli spaces represent sections having only transverse
intersections with the diagonals are also dense. Hence, approximating J by smooth structures Jn
(convergent in C0;C=r) which satisfy this genericity, which a priori admit no holomorphic sections
lying inside the diagonals, and which Lipschitz approximate J elsewhere, yields the following.
Proposition 5.10. Fix a generic j on X compatible with a su3ciently high degree pencil f. The
moduli space of J-holomorphic sections of Xr(f) in a homotopy class () is a smooth Banach
manifold. Moreover; this manifold is di<eomorphic to the moduli space of Jn-holomorphic sections
for any su3ciently large n; where (Jn)n∈N is a C0;C=r-approximating sequence of smooth almost
complex structures on Xr(f) as above.
Here, by cutting down with point conditions in X or with the D(z) in Xr(f), we are implicitly
working only with zero-dimensional moduli spaces. In this setting, the smoothness of the moduli
space amounts to the regularity of the isolated points (they carry no obstruction information). The
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partial result (1.2) is almost a consequence; by our general theory, the “mod two” Gromov invariant
on X is the parity of the number of points in the moduli space of holomorphic sections of Xr(f)
for the canonical HKolder almost complex structure. This is now identi7ed with the sections for a
nearby smooth almost complex structure. The signed count of the second of these 7nite sets is by
de7nition the standard surface count of the class . (It does not follow from the discussion that any
7xed pencil f is of suQciently high degree to obtain equality of I and Gr modulo two for all
classes simultaneously; in fact if b+ ¿ 2 each of the invariants can be non-zero for at most 7nitely
many classes, and so we could choose f as in (5.7) varying  over a suitable 7nite set, but this is
not obvious here, nor true in complete generality.)
Remark 5.11. Recall that for any 7bre bundle Z → B which has holomorphic total space and
projection; the 7brewise symmetric product is naturally almost complex away from the diagonals.
Suppose again we have two-real-dimensional 7bres and a global smooth structure does exist. Fix a
connexion on f : Z → B; so at each point p we have a splitting
TpZ = TpFf(p) ⊕ 〈Horp ∼= f∗Tf(p)B〉:
If Zr(f)→ B is smooth; then it carries a distinguished connexion: at a tuple p1 + · · ·+pr of points
in one 7bre Fb we have the tangent space to the 7bre and a splitting given by the diagonal
TbB ∼=  ⊂ Horp1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Horpr :
Now the connexion induces an almost complex structure J on Zr(f) by taking the product structure
in charts; so the holomorphic sections include the Nat sections; if the original almost complex
structure j on Z is itself split; then this serves to extend the canonical structure on Zr(f)\diagonals;
as described above; over the diagonals. (More simply; if = 0 before (5.3) then all the i = 0; and
these are smooth!)
For a Lefschetz 7bration, there is a distinguished connexion de7ned by the symplectic form, but
this does not extend over the critical points; equivalently, the Nat almost complex structure j on
X ∗ → P1 de7ned on the complement of the critical 7bres does not extend to a smooth structure
on X ′. However, for smooth 7bred four-manifolds there is no problem, and one can use the above
point of view to prove (1.2) in this special case; the almost complex structures are smooth but we
do not have regularity, so instead we need to analyse the obstruction theory.
Proving the equivalence “I=Gr” seems particularly appealing considering the fact that, to date,
there is no (non-homotopy) invariant of a general symplectic manifold which is de7ned from one
Lefschetz pencil and proved independent of the choice of pencil. Note also that this would give
a version of the Gromov–Taubes invariant of the four-manifold in which one only had to count
spheres, for which the analysis is often simpler than for counting higher genus curves.
5.3. Heuristic interlude
In this subsection we give three digressions to related ideas. First, with future higher-dimensional
applications in mind, we sketch how to obtain holomorphic curves from geometric measure theory.
Second, we outline one approach to proving the standard surface counts are independent of the
choice of Lefschetz pencil. Lastly, we discuss some ideas relating the conjectural equivalence of
these invariants and the Seiberg–Witten invariants.
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1. For any symplectic manifold, an almost complex structure J is strictly compatible if it tames
the symplectic form and if !(Ju; Jv) = !(u; v) for any tangent vectors u; v. The space of these is
contractible. For constructions of surfaces in 7bred six-manifolds (where all the 7bres are Hilbert
schemes and HKolder regularity is less clear) another strategy may be important, so we sketch the
argument; it also appears in Taubes [43].
Recall that, by approximating the canonical almost complex structure on the relative Hilbert scheme
by smooth structures compatible with the strata, we had a sequence of symplectic surfaces Cn of
uniformly bounded genus and 7xed homology class. There is therefore a 7xed upper bound K ,
independent of n, on the number of points of Cn which lie in one of the critical 7bres of f or
which are tangent to one of the 7bres. Reparametrising, we can assume we are in the following
situation: we have a 7xed surface  and a sequence hn :  → X of symplectic immersions of  in
a 7xed homology class . Moreover there is a 7nite set K of points on  such that the surfaces
hn( \ K) become pointwise j-holomorphic as n → ∞. But now j is smooth on X , which itself is
compact. It follows that if | V@j(hn)|6 1=n on D∗ and hn is a priori smooth on the whole disc, then
this bound holds at the origin. Each Cn de7nes a (much better than) recti7able integral current. We
assume that in fact j was strictly compatible with !X and write | · | for the associated metric. Then
the pointwise formula
|dh|2 = h∗!+ | V@h|2 (5.12)
for any map h :  → X , together with the convergence to zero of the | V@j(hn)| on compacta of  \K
and the smoothness of j, shows that the sequence of currents has bounded area. We now use three
results:
1. (Federer [16]) The compactness theorem for bounded area currents guarantees a limit current C
which will be area-minimizing by (5.12). Such a current is necessarily a union A ∪ B where B
is the singular set and A is locally a union of 7nitely many submanifolds.
2. (Almgren, [1]) An area-minimizing integral current is recti8able; its singular set B has HausdorS
codimension at least two.
3. (Chang, [11]) An area-minimizing recti7able integral two-dimensional current is a classical min-
imal surface: it is the image of a smooth map h :  → X with only 7nitely many singular points.
But now, using (5.12) again, an area-minimizing surface is necessarily j-holomorphic, and this
completes the argument. The caveat is that Almgren’s theorem is harder than “SW = Gr” so even
in higher dimensions there should be a better strategy.
2. According to Donaldson [14] the Lefschetz pencils from pairs of approximately holomorphic
sections become symplectic invariants when the degree k of the pencils is (arbitrarily) large. There
is a stabilisation procedure for Lefschetz pencils, described in [41,6], which has the following
consequence. Fix a degree k Lefschetz pencil {s0 + s1}∈P1 on X . We can 7nd a family of degree
2k Lefschetz pencils, parametrised by the open complex disc D ⊂ C, such that for t ∈D∗ the pencil
is a smooth degree 2k Lefschetz pencil, whilst at t=0 we have the degenerate pencil {s20+s0s1}∈P1 .
Results of Auroux [5] suggest that the pencils over D∗ do satisfy the approximate holomorphicity
constraints of [14]. If we blow up the total space of X ×D at the section of degree 4k2[!]2 given by
the base-points of the pencils away from 0, and at the base curve {s0 = 0} ⊂ X inside X ×{0}, the
resulting space carries a smooth family of Lefschetz 7brations over D∗ but has singular total space.
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However, further blow-ups give a desingularisation, and one eventually obtains a smooth space with
a globally de7ned map to P1 × D. Moreover, the 7bres of this map are nodal Riemann surfaces
(which may be reducible and have many nodes each) at least away from the point ([= 0]; 0).
Now the relative Hilbert scheme can again be de7ned for this larger family of curves, and at
least where the singularities are nodal and in codimension one in the base, the total space will
be smooth. One can now hope to identify the standard surface counts for the degree k and 2k
Lefschetz pencils with a 7xed Gromov invariant on this larger dimensional manifold (which can be
compacti7ed or replaced with its symplectization at in7nity, for analytical purposes). Suppose we
again work with almost complex structures making the projection to P1×D holomorphic. Then for a
generic t ∈D, the holomorphic curves in some class  will lie in a 7bre which is just the total space
of a Lefschetz 7bration X ′ given by blowing up the base-points of a degree 2k pencil; whilst at
t=0, the holomorphic curves will all lie in an irreducible component of the relative Hilbert scheme
formally obtained from a partial gluing of the space Xr(f) arising from the degree k pencil and a
trivial bundle of symmetric products Symr({s0 = 0})×P1. Hence the moduli spaces of holomorphic
sections in the total space of the larger symmetric product 7bration, for diSering J , should recover
the spaces of sections arising from the degree 2k and degree k pencils, setting up an equivalence
between I(X;fk) and I(X;f2k). Note that, in principle, the technical diQculties here are no greater
than understanding relative Hilbert schemes for certain degenerate but integrable families of curves
over a disc. We hope to return to this programme elsewhere.
3. To 7nish this section, let us remark that the conjecture (1.3) implies that we have a triangle
of equal invariants: SW =I = Gr. Indeed, we believe that the equivalence of Seiberg–Witten and
Gromov invariants should factor naturally through the I-invariants. The link comes from the vortex
equations, which from this point of view are just the equations for solutions (A;N) to the SW
equations on  × R2 which are translation invariant in the two Euclidean variables. It is well
known that the moduli space of 7nite energy solutions of these is a copy of the symmetric product
of .
In [35] Dietmar Salamon shows that, formally at least, the adiabatic limit of the Seiberg–Witten
equations on a 7bred four-manifold, as the metric on the 7bres shrinks to zero, yields the Cauchy–
Riemann equations for holomorphic maps of the base into a universal family of solutions to the
vortex equations. The almost complex structure on this family arises from a canonical connexion in
the universal vortex family. The upshot is, formally at least, that Seiberg–Witten solutions on X ′
should be determined by 7nite energy solutions on X ∗, and these should come from the punctured
holomorphic sections of X ∗ that arose above.
The vortex equations depend on a real stability parameter 4; for each 7xed value, the moduli
space is a smooth symplectic manifold canonically diSeomorphic to the geometric invariant theory
quotient which is just the usual symmetric product. Although the complex structure is 7xed, under the
adiabatic limit 4 →∞ the symplectic structure degenerates (its cohomology class varies linearly with
4). Work of Hong et al. [23] shows that in this limit, the solutions of the vortex equations converge
to Dirac delta solutions at the zero-sets of the Higgs 7eld N. However, the symplectic structure on
the moduli space contains a term formally of the shape !(N1; N2)=
∫
 〈N1; N2〉!. Thus, as Michael
Hutchings and Michael Thaddeus pointed out to the author, in the limit one expects to obtain the
degenerate symplectic structure on Symr() given by pushing forward !×· · ·×! from ×· · ·×.
This is analogous to degenerating almost complex structures on Xr(f) to ones coming from the 7bre
product.
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6. Serre duality for symplectic surfaces
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1. As we observed in Section 1, the geometric input for
the 7rst part arises from Serre duality on the 7bres of a Lefschetz 7bration. In order to compute
Gromov invariants, however, we need almost complex structures which behave well when we pass
to one-parameter families of curves. The key technical ingredient allowing this is a result from
Brill–Noether theory, due to Eisenbud and Harris, which we introduce at once.
6.1. Brill–Noether theory
Let C be a Riemann surface of genus g. Let Wsr (C) denote the locus of linear systems g
s
r of
degree r and dimension s on C, viewed as a subscheme of the Picard variety Picr(C). This has
virtual dimension given by the Brill–Noether number
O= g− (s+ 1)(g− r + s):
The famous “existence theorem” [3] asserts that if O¿ 0 then Wsr (C) is not empty, for any C ∈Mg.
On the other hand, the “dimension theorem” (op. cit.) asserts that if O¡ 0 then Wsr (C) is empty
for a general curve of genus g; in other words, it is non-empty only on a subvariety of positive
codimension in Mg. One could hope to sharpen this statement, at least in good cases, to estimate the
codimension of this subvariety in terms of the de7ciency (−|O|) of the (negative) Brill–Noether num-
ber. In general the naive estimates fail (as shown in many cases in [3]), but eliminating codimension
one components does turn out to be possible:
Theorem 6.1. (Eisenbud–Harris [15]). Suppose O¡−1. Then the locusWsr ⊂ Mg comprising curves
C for which Wsr (C) = has codimension greater than one in the moduli space.
In [12] a central ingredient in the computation of the Gromov invariant was the simple form of the
Abel–Jacobi map X2g−2(f) → P2g−2(f), with a unique 7bre of excess dimension. This holds for
any choice of 7brewise metrics on the Lefschetz pencil. Such a simple description cannot exist for
all Abel–Jacobi maps Xr(f) → Pr(f); if r = g − 1 then the geometry of the theta-divisor is well
known to be subtly dependent on the curve in moduli space. However, using the above proposition
and the adjunction formula, we can obtain a pretty description for the cases of interest to us. Fix a
symplectic four-manifold X and let ∈H2(X ;Z). Under the map D :H2(X ;Z)→ H2(X ′;Z) we map
 to a class +
∑N
i=1 Ei whose intersection with the 7bre of the Lefschetz 7bration f: X
′ → S2 is
at least as large as the number N of exceptional curves. But by adjunction on X , if the 7bres of
the pencil represent a class W in homology,
2g(Fibre)− 2 = KX ·W +W 2;
where of course N =W 2. As W = k[!] then by increasing the degree of the pencil, the second term
on the right grows quadratically with k and the 7rst term on the right only linearly; hence the ratio
(2g − 2)=N tends to 1. In particular, for any , the intersection number r of D() and the 7bre of
the Lefschetz 7bration is such that (2g− 2)=r → 1 as the degree increases.
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Proposition 6.2. For pencils of su3ciently high degree k (hence large r(k)); there is an embedding
of the residual 8bration T ∼= X2g−2−r(f) ,→ Pr(f). The natural map u : Xr(f) → Pr(f) has
(projective space) 8bres of dimension r − g away from T and of dimension r − g+ 1 over T.
Proof. By the above remarks; we can certainly assume that r ¿g − 1. Fix a smooth curve C.
The 7bre of u : Symr(C) → Picr(C) has dimension r − g + 1 for line bundles with no higher
cohomology. Conversely; the line bundle L has higher cohomology if and only if K − L admits
section; such a section de7nes an eSective divisor of degree 2g − 2 − r; and hence the space
Sym2g−2−r(C) parametrises all of the residual linear systems at which points the map u may have
vanishing diSerential. Recall 2(g− 2)=r → 1; and in particular 2g− 2¿ rg; we can check that O
is negative using the high degree k of the original pencil. Setting d = 2g − 2 − r to be the degree
of the residual divisors; we have
O(W 1d (C)) = g− 2(g− d+ 1) = 3g− 2r − 6:
Writing 2g−2=KX ·[k!]+k2[!]2 and r=k2[!]2+D(a)·[k!]; de7nition (3.2) implies O(W 1d (C))¡−1.
The virtual dimensions of the Wsd(C) with s¿ 1 are still smaller; since d¡g−1 we expect the line
bundle K−L to have no sections; and it to be increasingly unlikely that linear systems of dimension
s exist as s → s + 1. Hence for a generic C; meaning a point C ∈Mg in the complement of a
subvariety of codimension at least 2; the Abel–Jacobi map Symr(C) → Picr(C) has excess 7bres
of dimension at most one greater than the generic dimension; and moreover the locus of points in
Picr(C) where this happens is exactly a copy of the dual symmetric product. This embeds in Picr(C)
under the obvious map
∑
zi → (KC − O(
∑
zi)).
It follows, by the Eisenbud–Harris result, that for a generic choice of 7brewise metrics the sphere
f(S2) ⊂ VMg will be disjoint from the locusWsd for every s¿ 1, at least over the smooth locus. We
now need to argue for the behaviour over the singular 7bres. Recall from [2] that there is always
a natural morphism Hilb[d](0) → Picd(0), for every d, with projective space 7bres; indeed, a
generic point of Picd gives a locally free sheaf on the normalisation and the projective space is just
the linear system of divisors of this line bundle. On the moduli space Mg−1 there is a family of
complex surfaces given by the 7bre product of the universal curve with itself, and a natural (gluing)
morphism from this onto the divisor in Mg of irreducible curves with one node. The Eisenbud–Harris
result, applied for genus g − 1 curves, now shows that the embedding we have constructed away
from the singular 7bres will extend to embed T ,→ Pr(f). The rest of the result is clear; for every
degree r torsion-free sheaf L on each (not necessarily smooth) curve C in the Lefschetz 7bration,
the dimension of the linear system K − L is at most zero, meaning that the eSective divisors of
degree 2g− 2− r never move in non-trivial systems.
Example 6.3. As in the appendix to [12] the situation is most clear for the case of divisors of degree
two. Let 0 be a nodal curve of high genus; the Hilbert scheme Hilb[2](0) is given by blowing up
the second symmetric products at the point (Node; Node). Pic2(0) is given by gluing two sections
of a P1-bundle over Pic2(˜0) over a translation in the base. The embedding Hilb → Pic de7nes a
map from Hilb[2] to the normalisation; which maps the exceptional sphere to a 7bre. Inside Pic2 the
sphere remains embedded; and meets the singular locus at two points; which are just the two points
of the exceptional curve singular inside Hilb[2].
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6.2. Adapted complex structures
We now have a very simple picture in which to compute the standard surface counts of homology
classes. Suppose we have a 7bre bundle ! :Z → B with almost complex 7bres Fb and almost
complex base B. Any choice of connexion (horizontal splitting) for ! de7nes an almost complex
structure on Z ; we use the given JF on the tangent spaces vertically and use the connexion to lift
jB to the horizontal planes. Now connexions may always be extended from closed subsets—their
obstruction theory is trivial. (As usual: given some connexion on the 7bration, a particular connexion
on a sub7bration is given in each point by the graph of a linear map from the horizontal to the
vertical space at that point. Since the space of such linear homomorphisms is contractible, the given
section over the closed subspace may be extended.) It follows that we may 7nd almost complex
structures on the total space making any sub7bration by almost complex subspaces of the 7bres an
almost complex submanifold of the total space.
De#nition 6.4. In the situation of the previous proposition; there are almost complex structures on
Pr(f) and Xr(f) extending the obvious integrable structures on the 7bres and for which
1. the submanifold X2g−2−r(f)→ Pr(f) is an almost complex subspace;
2. the Abel–Jacobi map u : Xr(f)→ Pr(f) is holomorphic;
3. the almost complex structure on the restriction u−1(X2g−2−r(f)) is induced by a linear connexion
on the total space of a vector bundle over X2g−2−r(f).
We will call such almost complex structures J ∈J on Xr(f) compatible with duality. If r=2g−2,
as in [12], we will say J is compatible with the zero-sections.
This is an immediate consequence of the discussion. Choose an almost complex structure on X2g−2−r(f)
and then a connexion on a vector bundle over this space with 7bre at a divisor D the sections
H 0(K −O(D)). That these complex vector spaces, by assumption now of constant rank, 7t together
to yield a vector bundle is essentially standard elliptic regularity (cf. the next proposition). More
easily, the vector bundle is just the pullback by f : S2 → VMg of a universal vector bundle over
the moduli space. This is the push-forward of the bundle over S2g−2−r(C) = Hilb[2g−2−r](Cg= VMg)
with 7bre at a subscheme Z ⊂ C the line bundle KC − O(Z). The ambiguity arising from the fact
that the relative dualising sheaf of a 7bration is not the same as the restriction of the canonical
bundle of the total space to each 7bre is eliminated since it is only the projectivisation of the
vector bundle which embeds into Xr(f). Now given a complex structure on the total space of the
projective bundle, viewed as a closed subset inside Xr(f), we can extend arbitrarily by choosing
an extension of the connexion to the whole of u : Xr(f)→ Pr(f).
Since these vector bundles of sections on the 7bres of a Lefschetz 7bration appear as holomorphic
subspaces of the Xr(f), it will be helpful to understand their spaces of holomorphic sections. Here is a
general result in this line, formulated in the framework and notation of Lemma 4.1. Let ∈H2(X ;Z)
and bear in mind (4.2).
Proposition 6.5. Suppose; for each j∈{0; 1}; the value hj(L|t) is constant for t ∈S2. Then the
vector spaces H 0(L|t) and H 1(L|t) de8ne vector bundles over S2. The element V={H 0−H 1}t∈P1
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of the K-theory of CP1 satis8es
Index(V) = [2 − KX · ]=2 + (b+ + 1− b1)=2:
Here the index Index(·) is de8ned as the sum of the rank and 8rst Chern class of the virtual
bundle.
Proof. The existence of the vector bundles is an application of standard results in index theory for
families of elliptic operators. Away from the critical 7bres we have a smoothly varying family of
V@-operators. Over small discs around each critical value of the Lefschetz 7bration; we can assume
both X and the families of operators vary holomorphically; and the index virtual bundle is just the
push-forward f!(L). There is a canonical identi7cation of these two objects over annuli around each
critical value; coming from the canonical holomorphic structure on the index bundle for a family of
Hermitian operators on the 7bres of a holomorphic submersion; as explained in Freed’s survey [17].
The 7rst Chern class of this index bundle could be computed using either the Atiyah–Singer
theorem, were the family smooth (no critical 7bres), or the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem
were it globally holomorphic (even with critical 7bres). Although neither apply here, we can get
around the de7ciency. One approach (which we shall not develop) uses excision, and removes a
neighbourhood of the critical 7bres. Alternatively, our family of V@-operators is classi7ed by a smooth
map  : S2 → Pic to a universal family over the universal curve. The homotopy invariance property
for indices of families of operators asserts that the index is determined by the homotopy class of this
map, which is encoded by the homology class . The index bundle V is just the pullback  ∗(!!F)
of the push-forward of a holomorphic sheaf F→ Pic. We can now argue precisely as in the proof
of (4.3) to obtain the formula.
Note that in the proof of (4.3) and above, the universal perspective is used to reduce the compu-
tation to the speci7c case of the 7rst Chern class of the relative dualising sheaf, which is computed
separately in [40]. It would be interesting to develop a direct argument for giving the indices of
smooth families of operators with locally holomorphic singularities.
Remark 6.6. Let us stress again the two key geometric features of both the index formulae we
have given: the same geometry; in a mildly more complicated scenario; will play a role in the next
subsection. For complex structures compatible with the zero-sections; the geometry of the situation
is reNected in maps:
P(V ) ,→ Xr(f) F→Pr(f):
These induce:
0→ TP(V )→ TvtXr(f)→ im(dF)→ 0;
0→ im(dF)→ TvtPr(f)→ cok(dF)→ 0:
If we take the two long exact sequences in cohomology; we obtain a sequence:
0→ H 0(W )→ Obsu → C(b+−1)=2 → H 1(W )→ 0:
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Here we have used two identi7cations:
1. At any point
∑
pi ∈Symr() the cokernel of the Abel–Jacobi map is canonically isomorphic
to H 1(;O(
∑
pi)) and this globalises to the identity cok(dF) ∼= W; where W denotes the
appropriate push-forward sheaf. Now the 7rst and last terms in the sequence are just Hi(cok(dF)u)
for i∈{0; 1}.
2. The vertical tangent bundle to Pr(f) near any section; by the remarks above; is isomorphic to
the bundle with 7bre H 1(;O). Relative duality—a parametrised form of Serre duality which
holds for any Nat family of curves; and hence for the universal curve from which our bundles
are pulled back [22]—asserts that
TvtPr(f)|u(s2) ∼= (f∗!X ′=P1)∗:
These comments on vertical tangent bundles implictly assume that all our sections are smooth, in
the sense that there are no bubbles. We have proved that fact for regular almost complex structures,
and shown that structures compatible with the diagonal strata can be regular, but we are now working
with almost complex structures which fall into neither of these classes. Hence we must provide a
fresh argument.
Proposition 6.7. Let J ∈J on Xr(f) be generic amongst structures which are compatible with du-
ality. Then for any holomorphic section w of X2g−2−r(f); the holomorphic sections of the projective
subbundle of Xr(f) lying over w arise from constant sections of a vector bundle and contain no
bubbles.
Proof. Fix the section w of X2g−2−r(f). We will work in the preimage of this 7xed section. The
holomorphic sections of a projective bundle P(V ) coming from sections of V have bubbles iS the
sections of V vanish at certain points. For us; once we have 7xed a homology class ∈H2(X ;Z);
the relevant vector bundle V 0 is given by taking the holomorphic sections of the bundles Lt = L|t
on the 7bres of the Lefschetz 7bration. We have already given the index of the V@-operator on the
element V 0 − V 1 in K-theory; where V 1 is the bundle of 7rst cohomology groups on the 7bres.
For high degree pencils the rank of V 0 is very large; growing with k; whilst J being compatible
with duality precisely asserts that the bundle V 1 has rank one. Hence it is enough to show that the
7rst Chern class of V 1 is small; and then the constant value of Index(V 0 − V 1) will force the 7rst
Chern class of V 0 to be negative for high degree pencils. In this case; by stability; the bundle will
generically be of the form
V 0 = O⊕ · · · ⊕ O⊕ O(−1)⊕ · · · ⊕ O(−1);
the only holomorphic sections of such a bundle over P1 are constant sections; and these have no
isolated zeroes and give no bubbles.
In fact, we claim that the 7rst Chern class of the line bundle V 1 is necessarily zero, in other
words the line bundle is topologically trivial. (In the situation of [12] this amounts to saying that the
push-forward sheaf R1f∗O, down the 7bres of a Lefschetz 7bration, is trivial.) The result is an appli-
cation of relative duality. Fibrewise, H 1(t;L|t) is dual to Wt=H 0(Kt −L|t); hence it is enough
to understand the Chern class of the bundle with this as 7bre. But a section u of W → P1 gives at
each value t, a section ut of the residual bundle and hence a divisor in Sym2g−2−r(t)—which is
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necessarily the unique point w(t) in the linear system, under our assumption that Sym2g−2−r ,→ Picr .
There is a subtlety here; the section of the projective bundle is only a divisor on each 7bre up to
scale, and so one might think this scalar indeterminacy precisely hid the 7rst Chern class. In fact,
if the section u has a zero, then its zero-set will contain certain 8bres, but the collection of points
of the symmetric products de7ned by the original section w = P(u) does not.
More invariantly, argue as follows. In general, we cannot assume that an almost complex structure
J compatible with duality also respects the strati7cation coming from exceptional sections (i.e. makes
the sub7brations X Er−1(f) all holomorphic). However, if we distinguish one 7xed E, we can also
assume X Er−1(f) is an almost complex subvariety, since one condition on a vector space is always
linearly independent and cuts out a hyperplane. By the usual arguments that enable us to push cycles
from X ′ down to X , the original section w of X2g−2−r(f) must in fact be disjoint from X Er−1(f).
It follows that, by scaling to make the evaluation of the section u at the unique point of E in any
given 7bre equal to 1, we can explicitly smoothly trivialize W . This completes the argument.
A consequence of the above result, and the preceding remarks, is the following: the arguments are
similar so we leave them to the reader.
Corollary 6.8. The normal bundle of the embedding of X2g−2−r(f) inside Pr(f) has negative 8rst
Chern class.
With these two facts in hand, we can assemble all the pieces for our version of Taubes’ duality
theorem.
6.3. Proof of the duality
The proof will be completed as follows. We shall 7x an almost complex structure on Xr(f)
which is compatible with duality, and explicitly determine the moduli space of smooth holomorphic
sections. Despite the non-genericity, this moduli space will already be compact, and hence we will
be able to compute the obstruction bundle (by using elementary arguments to understand its 7bre at
any given smooth section). For the moment, let us work with an easier linear constraint:
Theorem 6.9. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b+(X )¿ 1 + b1(X ). For any class ∈
H2(X ;Z) the standard surface counts for  and  −  co-incide up to sign.
Proof. By the blow-up formula (4.6) given before; it is enough to compare the counts of holomorphic
sections giving curves in classes D() and X ′ − D() = i(X − ).
For D(), the algebraic intersection number with the 7bre of f : X ′ → S2 is rg− 1 and we can
assume that the 7bration Xr(f) maps to Pr(f) with the standard topological format described above.
Fix an almost complex structure J ∈J which is generic on X2g−2−r(f) and which is generic amongst
those compatible with duality in the sense of the preceding proposition. Since the Abel–Jacobi map
is assumed holomorphic, every J -holomorphic section of F maps to a holomorphic section of Pr(f).
We claim that, for our particular J , this must lie inside X2g−2−r(f) ⊂ Pr(f). To see this, recall
that the index of the V@-operator on the vector bundle TvtPr(f) → S2 is negative, more precisely
1 + b1 − b+. This follows since for any 7xed section  of Pr(f) there is a diSeomorphism of
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pairs
(Pr(f); )→ (P2g−2(f); K);
Where K is the section coming from the canonical bundles on the 7bres. This identi7es the vertical
tangent bundle near  with that near K , and the 7rst Chern class of this bundle determines the
index: but then the index for the section K is determined by the signature formula of [40], as
explained earlier in the paper. (This is the = 0 instance of 6.5.)
It follows that for any holomorphic section  of Pr(f) passing through some (previously) 7xed
open subset U ⊂ Pr(f) \ X2g−2−r(f), the moduli space of holomorphic sections in the class []
is regular near  and hence of the correct (virtual) dimension,which is negative. We observed
above that the normal bundle N to the embedding of X2g−2−r(f) inside Pr(f) has negative Chern
class. Therefore if J is generic on a tubular neighbourhood of the image of the embedding, and
vertically generic on its preimage under the Abel–Jacobi map, we can deduce that in fact N has
no sections either. Hence sections of X2g−2−r(f) do not deform in7nitesimally in the total space
unless they remain inside this sub7bration. This means that all holomorphic sections for the almost
complex structure J have image inside the embedded copy of X2g−2−r(f). By the de7nition of the
embedding
X2g−2−r(f)→ Pr(f);
∑
zi → K − O(
∑
zi)
the section u◦ : S2 → X2g−2−r(f) gives rise to a cycle in the homology class i(−) if  gives a
cycle in the class D(). Conversely, for any holomorphic section of X2g−2−r(f) in the former class,
the restriction of u to the preimage of this section is just the projection map of the projectivisation
of a vector bundle V , by result (6.2). Hence for some a = IndexV ( V@) − 1, we have exhibited the
moduli space of J -holomorphic sections of Xr(f) in the class −1(D()) as a Pa-bundle over the
moduli space of J -holomorphic sections of X2g−2−r(f) in the class −1(i( − )). It remains to
compare the obstruction bundles on the two moduli spaces.
First, since we have a generic almost complex structure downstairs, we can choose m=[2−K ·]=2
points on X and cut down the moduli space of sections of X2g−2−r(f) to be zero-dimensional, and
hence a signed set of points. Their total number is exactly the standard surface count for  − .
Since the rank of the linear system over a point of Pr(f) is large relative to m, each condition cuts
down each linear system by a hyperplane (the conditions are independent). Thus the new geometric
situation is again that of a moduli space which is a projective bundle but now over 7nitely many
points. The obstruction theories behave compatibly, so we reduce to studying the m=0 problem for
a smaller family of symmetric products Symr−m; so assume m= 0 from the start. It will be enough
to show that the obstruction bundle on each Pa is dual to the quotient bundle (that is, the cokernel
of the embedding of the tautological line bundle into the trivial bundle of rank a + 1). Then each
Pa will contribute ±1 to the moduli space of sections in the class D(), since the quotient bundle
has Euler class ±1 depending only on the dimension a.
Write Z for the total preimage of X2g−2−r(f) inside Xr(f) under the Abel–Jacobi map. Recall
that the sections we are interested in stay away from all the critical loci of the projection maps,
and so we can consider the cokernel W of the natural projection V4: we obtain a sequence of vector
bundles over Xr(f):
0→ T (Xr(f))=TZ d V4→ V4∗[T (Pr(f))=T (X2g−2−r(f))]→ W → 0: (6.10)
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We also have, for a given section s∈Pa in one component of our moduli space, a sequence
0→ Qs=Z → Qs=Xr(f) → QZ=Xr(f)|s → 0
of normal bundles. Here we identify s with its image, and the sequence is induced by the inclusions
s ⊂ Z ⊂ Xr(f). The long exact sequence in cohomology for this second sequence shows
0 = H 1(Qs=Z)→ H 1(Qs=Xr(f)) = Obs(s)→ H 1(QZ=Xr(f)|s)→ 0: (6.11)
The 7rst identity H 1(Qs=Z)={0} holds since the almost complex structure J is generic over the whole
of Z , and im(s) is unobstructed when viewed as a curve inside Z . The identi7cation in the middle
is just the de7nition of the obstruction space at s, with im(s) viewed as a curve in Xr(f). Now we
use the sequence (6.10), restricted to the given section s:
0→ H 0(W )→ Obs(s)→ H 1(T (Pr(f))=T (X2g−2−r(f)))|s → H 1(W )→ 0: (6.12)
The penultimate term depends only on the image of s in Pr(f) so is constant as we vary over the
7xed projective space; i.e. it varies to give a trivial bundle over Pa. We must identify the cokernel
bundle W . The 7bre of W at a divisor D=
∑
pi is exactly (canonically) H 1(;D)=H 0(;K−D)∗
[3]. On the other hand, H 0(K − D) is generated by the unique e<ective divisor which is the point
u(D)∈X2g−2−r(f), where u is the reciprocity map. It follows, as in [12], that we can identify
W ∼= KP1 , where the twist comes from the relative duality isomorphism, and then the fact that u(D)
generates H 0(K − D) identi7es the sequence with the dual of:
0→ O(−1)→ Ca+1 → Obs→ 0:
The 7rst term is the tautological bundle, and hence the (quotient) obstruction bundle is dual to the
quotient bundle on projective space as claimed.
The above applies to each component Pa of the moduli space of sections representing D(). But
the Euler class of the quotient bundle is ±1 where the sign is determined by a. This is 7xed once
and for all by  and X , so we indeed 7nd that the standard surface counts for  and −  can only
diSer by a single overall sign.
As an immediate application, here is the “simple type” result that we alluded to earlier.
Proposition 6.13. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b+(X )¿ 1+b1(X ). Then the standard
surface count vanishes for any class  with 2 = :.
Proof. Fix a compatible almost complex structure J on X . Suppose the standard surface count for
a class ∈H2(X ;Z) is non-zero. Then; by the symmetry proven above and the results of the pre-
vious section; both  and  −  can be represented by embedded (or smoothly multiply covered)
J -holomorphic curves in X . It is well known that J -holomorphic curves have locally positive in-
tersections in a four-manifold; hence  and  −  must have non-negative intersection unless they
have common components. Suppose C is such a component. Then  · C = C2 = ( − ) · C; which
means that  ·C=2C2. On the other hand; by adjunction;  ·C+C2 =2g(C)− 2 and hence C2¿ 0.
It follows that in all cases  · ( − )¿ 0. Contrastingly; the (real) dimension of the moduli space
of holomorphic sections of Xr(f) in the class corresponding to  is exactly 2 −  · ; also proven
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above; this must be non-negative if the invariant is non-zero. Hence
26  · ; 2¿  · : (6.14)
This gives 2 =  · ; as required.
It is now easy to check the following, which gives one familiar “basic class” type obstruction to
symplectic manifolds being KKahler.
Corollary 6.15. Suppose b+(X )¿ 1 + b1(X ). If I(X;f)() =0 then 06  · [!]6KX · [!]; with
equality i< ∈{0; KX }. If in fact (X ;!) is a minimal K>ahler surface of general type; then the
standard surface counts are non-zero i< ∈{0; KX }.
Proof. The 7rst half is immediate from the above. The result on the invariants for general type
surfaces follows from the fact that KX is in the closure of the ample cone. Indeed; using results
on pluricanonical linear systems [8]; it is easy to see that in fact KX contains symplectic forms
deformation equivalent to the given ! (via an exact perturbation near any contracted (-2)-spheres).
So then if I(X;f)() =0 then
 · [!]6KX · [!]⇒  · KX 6K2X :
Now the Hodge index theorem and Cauchy–Schwartz asserts that (2) · (K2X )6 ( · KX )2; which
forces either = 0 or an equality 2 = K2X . The result is a simple consequence. .
6.4. More symplectic surfaces
In this subsection, we prove the second part of Theorem 1.1. When b+ = 1 the virtual dimension
for sections of the Picard 7bration is never negative, and so the arguments used above to control
the geometry of the moduli spaces must be re7ned somewhat.
Lemma 6.16. Let (X; f) be any symplectic Lefschetz pencil on a manifold with b+ = 1. Form the
Picard bundle Pr(f)→ S2 and 8x a section s of Pr(f). Then there is an almost complex structure
j on Pr(f) for which the moduli space of sections in the homotopy class de8ned by s is exactly a
complex torus Tb1(X )=2.
Proof. Note 7rst the statement is coherent; if b+ = 1 then b1 is even. Decompose the base S2 into
a union D of discs around the critical values of f over which the 7bration is holomorphic; annuli
A surrounding D and the complement R of slightly smaller annuli. Over R the degree zero Picard
7bration (that is; the Jacobian 7bration) carries a canonical Nat connexion de7ned by the integral
lattices in each Picard torus 7bre; and this de7nes an almost complex structure on the total space
which is linear in the sense that it lifts to a linear connexion on the complex vector bundle V |R → R
where V → P1 has 7bre H 1(t;O) at t ∈P1. Over the discs D the total space of the Picard bundle
is exactly isomorphic to the sheaf quotient R1f∗O=R1f∗Z and hence the induced integrable complex
structure on Pr(f)|D lifts to the given linear complex structure on the same vector bundle V . Now
over the interpolating annuli A; we can interpolate the two connexions on V equivariantly with
respect to the action of the lattice Z2g (7x a homotopy on a fundamental domain and then extend).
This de7nes a complex structure on P0(f).
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Now be given some Pr(f) and a 7xed section s. We use the section to de7ne a diSeomorphism
of Pr(f) and P0(f) which takes s to the zero-section, and equip Pr(f) with the pullback of the
above complex structure. Clearly the given section is now holomorphic. Given any other holomorphic
section s′ of Pr(f) which is homotopic to s, the diSerences y(t) = s(t)−1 ⊗ s′(t) de7ne a section
of the bundle P0(f) which is also holomorphic. Since we have worked with integrable structures
near the singular 7bres, and the group action is holomorphic in the algebraic setting, this is globally
well-de7ned. By the construction of the complex structure from a connexion, this section y lifts
(non-uniquely!) to a section of the vector bundle V → P1, which for a generic interpolating choice
of connexions over the annuli A carries its most stable complex structure. But the index of the
V@-operator on V is just b1(X )=2 and the rank of the bundle is g0. Hence the most stable complex
structure is of the shape
V ∼= O⊕ · · ·O⊕ O(−1)⊕ · · · ⊕ O(−1)
and the moduli space of sections of V in the required homotopy class is just Cb1(X )=2. To compute
the moduli space of sections of Pr(f) in the projected homotopy class, we must divide out the
non-uniqueness of the lift, and this is just the action of the sublattice that preserves the holomor-
phically trivial subbundle of V . This yields a torus of the claimed dimension.
Let us put this observation in context. Suppose for a moment that we are looking for symplectic
surfaces in a class  which arise from a section of the bundle of symmetric products Xr(f) with
r ¿ 2g− 2. This is always the case, by adjunction, for a class of the form D() when KX ·!¡ 0. In
this case the geometry simpli7es considerably; the total space of Xr(f) is a projective bundle over
Pr(f). The map F : Xr(f) → Pr(f) is a submersion away from the critical 7bres, and the exact
sequences of (6.6) and (6.9) disappear. We 7nd that the obstruction bundle is topologically trivial.
This has two consequences:
• If b+ ¿ 1 then the obstruction bundle has trivial Euler class, and hence the standard surface counts
cannot be non-trivial for any class  with  · !¿KX · !.
• If b+ = 1 then the obstruction bundle is of rank zero, and hence moduli spaces of symplectic
surfaces are unobstructed.
The 7rst statement above we knew already, from the duality I()=±I(−). The second statement
should be interpreted as follows. View the invariantI() as a homology class in Hvirdim(G(S2;Xr(f))),
before cutting down dimensions; then this invariant is realised by the fundamental class of the space
of J -holomorphic curves for any J ∈J. Now return to the main theme:
Theorem 6.17. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b+ = 1 and b1 = 0. Fix ∈H2(X ;Z)
satisfying 2 ¿KX ·  and  · !¿ 0. Then  contains embedded symplectic surfaces in X.
Proof. It is enough to prove that for a high degree pencil f on X ; the invariant I(X;f)() =0.
After twisting by all the exceptional curves; there is certainly a homotopy class of sections which
yields surfaces in the class  +
∑
Ei; just choose a family of V@-operators on the restrictions of the
line bundle with this 7rst Chern class to the 7bres of f; and observe that an associated projective
bundle down the 7bres embeds in some Xr(f). By an earlier result; this homotopy class of sections
is unique.
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Fix an almost complex structure j on Pr(f) for which the moduli space of sections is just a point
(a zero-dimensional torus). Extend to J on Xr(f) for which the Abel–Jacobi map is holomorphic.
Then all holomorphic sections of Xr(f) lie over this unique section of Pr(f), and hence the moduli
space is just the space of sections of some projective bundle. The conditions on  show that this
projective bundle does indeed have sections (6.5). In the usual way, this shows that the (compact)
space of sections is a projective space. Each point condition D(zi) de7nes a hyperplane in this space,
and so the standard surface count is ±1. The result follows.
This is just an instance of the “wall-crossing formula”. In general, although the symmetry I() =
±I(− ) breaks down when b+ = 1, the diSerence |I()−I(− )| is given by the Euler class
of an obstruction bundle over Tb1(X )=2. Given (6.16), one can prove this using the techniques of this
paper, thereby removing the hypothesis b1 = 0 from the last two applications in (1.5).
7. Applications and re#nements
In this section, we shall give the proofs of the applications listed in Section 1. These are due
to other authors, and are included for completeness. We also give a weak result on homotopy K3
surfaces. At the end of the section, we shall sketch how to improve the linear constraint b+ ¿ 1+b1
to b+ ¿ 2, which mildly improves the scope of the main theorems of this paper and [12].
7.1. Symplectic consequences
The 7rst result is an immediate consequence of the main result of [12], and is originally due to
Taubes [42].
Corollary 7.1. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b+ ¿ 1+b1. If X is minimal then 2e(X )+
3(X )¿ 0.
Proof. We may represent KX by an embedded symplectic surface; by adjunction; the only compo-
nents of negative square are −1-spheres; which we exclude by assumption. So c21(X )¿ 0; and this
is just the inequality given.
If b1(X ) = 0, then the above also shows that KX · [!X ]¡ 0 ⇒ b+ = 1. If in fact b2(X ) = 1
then every symplectic form is rational. Hence, even without proving that one obtains holomor-
phic curves from the I-invariants and not just symplectic surfaces, we recover the theorem of
Taubes [43]:
Corollary 7.2. If X is a symplectic homology projective plane with KX · [!]¡ 0 then (X;!) ∼=
(CP2; !FS) for some ¿ 0.
Proof. According to (6.17) the generator for the homology contains smooth symplectic surfaces.
These must be connected; by irreducibility of the homology class; and then the adjunction formula
shows that such a surface must in fact be a sphere. Since the virtual dimension of the moduli space
was 2; there is in fact such a sphere through any two generic points of X . Then; as in Gromov [21];
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one uses such a family of spheres to construct an explicit diSeomorphism from X to CP2 which
pulls back the standard symplectic form.
This was the original motivation for the section. We can extend that result as follows: the following
is due to Ohta and Ono [32].
Corollary 7.3. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with b1 = 0 and with KX · [!X ]¡ 0. Then X
is di<eomorphic to S2 × S2 or to CP2]nCP2 with n6 8.
Proof. Again it is enough to construct a symplectic sphere of non-negative square. Then work
of McDuS provides a diSeomorphism to one of the listed del Pezzo surfaces (and in fact work
of Lalonde–McDuS on the classi7cation of symplectic forms on rational manifolds pins down the
precise symplectic structure). Note that their work does not rely on gauge theory! Now if KX ·!¡ 0
then for any  with  · !¿ 0 we have that D() · [Fibre]¿ 2g − 2; this is a trivial consequence of
adjunction. It follows; by the remarks before Theorem 6.17; that if  satis7es 2 ¿K ·  then  will
have embedded symplectic representatives through any point. At least one component of each will
be a sphere provided 2 + KX · ¡ 0; and this underlies the result.
Since KX =−[!] we know c21(X )¿ 0. However, since b+ = 1 and b1 = 0, then
2e(X ) + 3(X ) = 4 + 2(1 + b−) + 3(1− b−) = 9− b−:
It follows that b−6 8. The Hasse–Minkowski classi7cation of intersection forms shows that the
only possible intersection forms are Z〈1〉⊕ b−Z〈−1〉, in the odd case, and the rank two hyperbolic
form in the even case. In both situations, the generator of the positive summand  = (1; 0) is
quickly checked to satisfy all the required conditions, and this homology class contains symplectic
spheres.
Finally, we note that these methods give rise to constructions of symplectic forms on four-manifolds
with b+ = 1. There are two standard ways of building symplectic forms on four-manifolds:
• By integration; 7nd a large family S of irreducible homologous surfaces which cover X and
all have pairwise locally positive strictly positive intersections. De7ne a current by taking a
two-form 5 to the number
∫
u∈S
∫
su
5; under fairly general circumstances, this de7nes a symplectic
form (cf. Gompf’s work in [18,19]) in the class Poincar1e dual to the homology class of each
surface.
• By inGation; be given one symplectic form ! on X , and a connected symplectic surface S ⊂ X ,
and then deform ! by adding positive forms supported in the normal bundle of S (cf. McDuS’s
[27] and Biran’s [9]). One obtains forms in the class [!] + tPD[S] for all t¿ 0.
The second method is just a special case of the 7rst: the normal bundle of the surface S is
7lled by homologous symplectic surfaces. We can use either method here; the latter is mildly
simpler. This result, and generalisations which also follow from our work, was noted by Li and
Liu [26].
Corollary 7.4. Suppose that X is minimal and b+ = 1; b1 = 0. If K2 ¿ 0 and K · !¿ 0 then the
canonical class contains symplectic forms.
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Proof. For large enough N; and arguments as above; we 7nd that the homology class NK − [!]
contains symplectic surfaces in X . An easy argument with the intersection form (and the minimality
assumption) ensures that these surfaces are connected. Then inNate!
This 7nishes our treatment of the applications (1.5); but we will end by discussing an application
that we cannot yet complete. In the proof of (1.1), we used the Brill-Noether theory to get control
on the geometry of the map Xr(f)→ Pr(f). For r neither very large nor small compared to g, say
r = g− 1, we have no such control. Hence we cheat and make a de7nition. Every Riemann surface
of genus g has an associated S-divisor, the image of Symg−1(C)→ Picg−1(C). The image is some
subvariety of the Picard torus, and for a Zariski open set U in moduli space the deformation type
of the pair (Picg−1;Symg−1) will vary locally constantly. It is easy to check that the complement Q
of this open set has divisorial components.
De#nition 7.5. A symplectic four-manifold X is S-positive if for all Lefschetz pencils f of high
enough degree; the associated sphere in moduli space Mg meets Q locally positively.
Algebraic positivity is proved in [41], but our techniques do not yet permit “Whitney moves” in
VMg to cancel excess intersections. At least for the class of S-positive manifolds, we can reprove
a nice result of Morgan and Szabo, which follows from [29]. We shall just sketch the idea of the
proof.
Proposition 7.6. Suppose X is a S-positive; simply-connected symplectic four-manifold with
c1(X ) = 0. Then X is a homotopy K3 surface.
Proof (Sketch):
It would be enough to prove the following (which is Morgan and Szabo’s theorem): for X spin
symplectic with b1 = 0 and c21 = 0 then GrX (KX =2) is odd iS b+ = 3. This is the mod two version
of the computation given at the end of section two. (There are examples which show that in the
symplectic category, the Gromov invariant of KX =2 can be any even or odd number for each 7xed
homotopy type, depending on whether b+ ¿ 3 or b+=3.) Let us re-cast the last stage of that earlier
argument. The map
H 0(KX =2)× H 0(KX =2)→ H 0(KX )
induces a map on projective spaces Pa×Pa → P2a which can be described as follows: Pa=Syma(P1)
and the map is just addition of divisors. The KKahler surfaces of the given homotopy type are elliptic;
each (half-)canonical divisor is a collection of 7bres, determined by a set of points on the base P1
of the elliptic 7bration. Now the Gromov invariant of KX =2 is just the degree of the map + :
Pa × Pa → P2a, which is even provided the image has positive dimension, i.e. if b+ ¿ 3.
Fix a spin symplectic manifold. If c21 = 0 we know that b+¿ 3, and if also b1 = 0 then the
index of the V@-operator on the Picard bundle is necessarily negative. Split the exceptional sections
into two collections of equal numbers of spheres EA and EB. We obtain two sections of Pg−1(f),
corresponding to KX =2+EA and KX ′−(KX =2+EA)=KX =2+EB, and by generically extending some
JPic away from these we can assume these are the only holomorphic sections of the Picard bundle.
If X is S-positive then we can 7nd a J on Xg−1(f) which maps holomorphically to the Picard
bundle with structure JPic. Then the moduli space of holomorphic sections of Xg−1(f) in the class
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sA is a projective space Pa and in the class SB it’s a projective space Pa of the same dimension.
Moreover, we have a map
+ : Pa × Pa → PN ; N = [b+ − 3]=2:
This multiplies holomorphic curves in the obvious way to give a section of the canonical bundle
on the 7bre: the projective space on the right is just the moduli space of holomorphic sections of
X2g−2(f) for an almost complex structure standard near the zero-sections. On each 7bre, then, the
+ map is given by the natural map Symg−1 × Symg−1 → Sym2g−2. But, if a¿ 0, this last map has
even degree onto its image; it factors through Sym2(Pa) for instance. The standard surface count
for the class KX =2 can be obtained from the obstruction bundle over Pa which can be described in
terms of the obstruction bundle over its image in PN via pullback by the map +. The evenness of
the degree of this map translates to saying that the Euler class is even, and we 7nally obtain that
when b+ ¿ 3 the standard surface count for KX =2 is even. But this, together with [12], implies that
KX =0; hence S-positivity implies the Morgan–Szabo theorem.
It would be interesting to see if one could use the geometry of the theta-divisor, or of harmonic
maps to the moduli space of curves, to prove the positivity always holds.
7.2. A better linear constraint
Throughout the last sections, we have worked with complex structures on bundles and Jacobians
generic away from certain speci7ed loci. The factor b1(X ) in all the various inequalities occurs
because (6.16 aside) we have ignored the topological structure—in the form of trivial subrepresen-
tations of the homological monodromy—coming from line bundles on the four-manifold. We shall
now indicate one naive route to taking account of the extra structure; in doing so we will improve
the linear constraint in the main theorem of [12] from b+ ¿ 1+b1 to the slightly improved constraint
b+ ¿ 2. A similar analysis would yield the same improvement for the main theorem of this paper.
This still falls short of Taubes, however, so the discussion should be regarded as somewhat paren-
thetical. We include it only to indicate that the problems arising here are related to the failure of the
Hard Lefschetz theorem for symplectic manifolds. Indeed, if b1(X ) is odd, then we cannot “share
out” the homology equally between H 1;0() and H 0;1() for a hyperplane . But this introduces
an asymmetry into the construction: the projectivisation of the 7rst vector space is the 7bre of the
bundle of 7brewise canonical forms, and the second vector space is the 7bre of the tangent bundle to
the Picard 7bration at the zero-section. Presumably a diSerent adaptation will avoid this hiccup, but
it sheds some light on the diSerent role of the 7rst homology of the four-manifold in our treatment
and that of Taubes. The argument is very closely related to (6.16).
As piece of notation, write R for b1(X )=2 when b1 is even and for (b1(X )− 1)=2 when b1 is odd.
We adopt the notations of [12] wherever not already de7ned. In particular, f∗K denotes the vector
bundle of 7brewise canonical forms. That is, if the bundle W has 7bre canonically H 0(t;Kt over
t ∈P1, then f∗K =W ⊗ KP1 . The following improves (6.5).
Proposition 7.7. If b1(X ) is even then there is a holomorphic structure on f∗K for which the space
of holomorphic sections has dimension (b+−1)=2. If b1(X ) is odd there is a holomorphic structure
for which the space of holomorphic sections has dimension (b+ − 2)=2.
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Proof. For a KKahler surface there is a subbundle of f∗!X=B with 7bre at a point t given by H 1;0(X )=
H 0(X;A1X ). The subbundle arises from the obvious restriction map on holomorphic diSerentials.
Moreover there is a decomposition H 1(X;C) = H 1;0 ⊕ H 0;1. The vector space on the LHS carries a
trivial monodromy representation for any (Lefschetz) 7bration; and hence we have a holomorphically
trivial subbundle of f∗!X=B over P1. The rank of the subbundle is R. The proposition relies on the
analogue of this for a general symplectic pencil.
Using a family of metrics on the 7bres we can write, at any point t ∈S2, the cohomology group
H 1(t;C) = H 1;0(t)⊕ H 0;1(t) = H 0(t; Kt)⊕ H 0(t; Kt)∗:
We have an inclusion H 1(X;C) ⊂ H 1(t;C) as the subgroup of monodromy invariants, but now
there may be no non-trivial intersection of H 1(X;C) with H 1;0(t). We can change the choice of
almost complex structures on the 7bres to avoid this. Recall that a complex structure on the real
vector space H 1(;R) is precisely a decomposition of the complexi7cation H 1(;C)=H 1(;R)⊗C
into two half-dimensional subspaces which are conjugate under the action of the conjugation on
the tensor product factor. Given one reference complex structure H 1(;C) = E ⊕ VE, for instance
a splitting into holomorphic and antiholomorphic forms, any other is given by a complex linear
homomorphism E → VE whose graph de7nes one of the two new decomposing subspaces. Now
the subspace H 1(X;C) ⊂ H 1(;C) is preserved by the complex conjugation, though no non-trivial
complex subspace is 7xed pointwise. It follows that we can choose a homomorphism in Hom(E; VE)
for which an R-dimensional subspace of H 1(X;C) lies inside the new space of holomorphic forms.
Equivalently, we can choose a 7brewise family of complex structures on the 7bres of a Lefschetz
pencil to ensure that the intersection of the trivial complex bundle with 7bre H 1(X;C) and the bundle
f∗!X=S2 has rank R.
It follows that there is a sequence of topological bundles
0→ CR → f∗!X=s2 → Q → 0; (7.8)
where Q is de7ned as the cokernel: this gives a sequence
0→ (KP1)⊗R → f∗K → Q′ → 0:
Suppose we choose a complex structure on the vector bundle f∗K which makes the subbundle of
the sequence holomorphic and which extends that connexion generically to Q′. Then from the long
exact sequence in cohomology we 7nd that H 0(f∗K) = IndexQ( V@) which is easily computed to be
as claimed in the proposition.
Given this, one can 7nd holomorphic sections of the projective bundle whenever b+ ¿ 2. To run
the rest of the computation of I() requires one or two further modi7cations. The principal of
these is a new de7nition for the complex structure Jext compatible with the zero-sections (or more
generally compatible with duality). We start with the linear complex structure on P(f∗K) provided
by (7.7). Inside the 7bration of degree zero Jacobian varieties we have a sub7bration PicXf of tori of
dimension R, using the sequence (7.8) and the duality given at the end of Remark 6.6. These 7bres
are Picard varieties for line bundles on the symplectic manifold X . There is an analogous sub7bration
inside all the higher degree Picard 7brations, de7ned up to translation. We can choose a complex
structure on X2g−2(f) to make not only P(f∗K) a holomorphic subset but also the preimage of this
entire sub7bration of P2g−2(f). Choose a generic such almost complex structure.
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Lemma 7.9. Let X be a symplectic four-manifold with 2¡b+(X )6 1 + b1(X ). For the Jext de-
scribed above; the whole moduli space of sections of X2g−2(f) is still the projective space of sections
of P(f∗K).
Proof. Suppose as before we have two sections u1; u2 of the 7bration of symmetric products. As in
(6.16); the diSerence 4(u1)(4(u2))−1 is well-de7ned as a section of the bundle R1f∗O → S2. The
sections of this are dual to the constant sections of the trivial subbundle of f∗!. It follows that
although not all sections of Picf co-incide with the image under 4 of the projective bundle P(f∗K);
all sections are constant translates of this section still lying inside the sub7bration PicXf . Hence all
the holomorphic sections of X2g−2(f) are in fact holomorphic sections of P(f∗K) or of a projective
bundle of rank g−2 over S2. But the index of the V@-operator on all of these other projective bundles
is still negative; by the assumption on the Betti numbers of X . Hence for a generic extension of the
almost complex structure from P(f∗K) to the rest of the 7bration 4−1(PicXf); none of these other
projective bundles have any sections; not all sections of Pr(f) lift to the 7bration of symmetric
products. The result follows.
Note that it is easier to “7ll in” the remaining four-manifolds with 2¡b+6 1+b1 than to give a
treatment for all four-manifolds with b+ ¿ 1 in one step. There is one last alteration required in the
proof. In the long exact sequence in cohomology which underlies the obstruction computation (6.11),
the 7rst H 1-term no longer vanishes, since there is a non-trivial obstruction bundle for sections when
viewed as lying inside P(f∗K). However, the preceding map in the exact sequence with image this
obstruction space is an isomorphism, and the rest of the argument proceeds much as before.
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Appendix A
In this appendix, we prove the technical result on mappings of matrix spaces needed to complete
the proof of smoothness of the relative Hilbert schemes (Theorem 3.4). Recall the statement we
require: the map
Mr(C2)⊕ C→ Mr(C)2; (C1; C2; ) → (C1B2 + B1C2 − Ir; B2C1 + C2B1 − Ir)
has constant dimensional kernel r2 + 1, where the point (B1; B2; ; v)∈Mr(C)2×C×Cr satis7es the
three constraints
B1B2 = Ir; B2B1 = Ir and ∀S ⊂ Cr: [Bi(S) ⊂ S ⇒ v ∈ S]: (A.1)
We work case by case. First, if  =0, then the equation B1B2 = Ir shows that each Bi is invertible;
the two de7ning equations are then equivalent, and at any point of the kernel, C1 is uniquely
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determined by C2 and  which can be prescribed arbitrarily:
Kernel =
{
(C1; C2; ) |C1 = B1 − B1C2B1
}
:
Now suppose =0 so we are in the singular 7bre. Suppose in addition that neither B1 nor B2 vanish
identically. Constraints (A.1) above imply that we can choose a basis for Cr of the form
Cr = 〈v; B1v; B21v; : : : Bn1v; B2v; B22v; : : : ; Bm2 v〉; r = n+ m+ 1:
For certainly the space Span〈Bi1v; Bj2v〉i; j¿ 0 is Bi-invariant and contains v, so must be full, and
v =0 or {0} ⊂ Cr violates (A.1). Suppose 7rst that neither B1 nor B2 identically vanishes. Then
we can write the Bi in matrix form, with respect to the above basis, as follows: write 0a;b for the
(a× b)-matrix with all entries 0.
B1 =


0 0 0 : : : 0 h0 01;m
1 0 0 : : : 0 h1
...
0 1 0 : : : 0 h2
0 0 1 : : : 0 h3 0n;m
...
...
0 0 0 : : : 1 hn
...
0m;1 : : : 0m;n : : : 0m;m


;
B2 =


0 01; n 0 0 : : : 0 H0
0n;1 0n;n 0n;m
1
... 0 0 : : : 0 H1
0 1 0 : : : 0 H2
0 0m;n 0 1 : : : 0 H3
...
...
0
... 0 0 : : : 1 Hm


:
Here Bn+11 v=
∑
hiBi1v, similarly B
m+1
2 v=
∑
HiBi2v, using the fact that the subspaces 〈v; Bjv; B2j v; : : :〉
are invariant under Bj; j = 1; 2. It is now easy to check that h0 = 0 = H0, from the condition that
B1B2 = B2B1 = 0 and neither Bj ≡ 0. Let us then write, in obvious notation, an element (C1; C2; )
in the kernel of the diSerential as follows, in block matrix form for the Ci:
C1 =

 8 4 54˜ i; j Qi; j
5˜ i; j  i; j

 ; C2 =

  v uv˜ mi; j ni; j
u˜ pi; j qi; j

 :
Here 4; v are (1×n)-vectors, 5; u are (1×m)-vectors (and similarly for the :˜-entries); whilst mi;j; i; j
are in Mn(C); qi; j;  i; j ∈Mm(C) and the other entries are (n × m) or (m × n) blocks in the obvious
way. In this schematic, the linearisation of the de7ning equations for our relative Hilbert scheme
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become:
Ir = B2C1 + C2B1 =

 v1;1 Nv 0mi;1 (mi;j)N 0
8 +U5˜ + pj;1 4+U(i;j) + (pi;j)N 5 +U( i; j)

 :
and simultaneously the equation:
Ir = B1C2 + C1B2 =

 51 0 5
′
+ v1;1 + (v˜)′ vt + N(mi;j) ut + N(ni; j) + (Qi; j)U
 k;1 0 ( i; j)U

 :
Here we have written N and U for the non-trivial (n× n), resp. (m×m), blocks in the matrices B1
and B2. In addition, 5′ is the vector (52; : : : ; 5m−1;
∑
Hi+15i) and (v˜)′ is similarly a linear combination
of the entries of v˜ and the hi (the precise formula is not really important, and easily worked out by
the curious). First of all, we claim that necessarily  = 0; i.e. the matrices above must vanish. For
from the 7rst equation, we see from the left-hand column that mi;1 vanishes for each i, and hence
the matrix (mi;j) has trivial determinant; but then we cannot have (mi;j)N= In unless =0. Hence
the equations for our diSerential amount to the vanishing of the equations above. Clearly we can
freely choose the parameters qi; j; i; j; u˜ and 4˜, which do not even appear on the RHS. A moment’s
inspection shows that one can also prescribe ; 8; u; 4 freely, and then pi;j and ni; j; then all the other
data is determined. This is clear if N and U are invertible, just by manipulating the above. In this
case, an element of the kernel is completely determined by the choice of
; 8; u; 4; u˜; 4˜; qi; j; i; j; pi; j; ni; j
of respective dimensions:
1; 1; m; n; m; n; m2; n2; mn; mn:
Hence the dimension of the kernel is (m+n+1)2 +1= r2 +1, as required. We claim this is still the
case even if N and U are not necessarily invertible. For instance, we already know that the matrix
mi;j is of the form
mi;j = (0n;1 |m′i; j)
for some (n× (n− 1))-matrix m′i; j. Then if in fact N has trivial determinant, we can see that
N=
(
0n−1;1 0
In−1 (hj)
)
from which it easily follows that (mi;j)N = 0 ⇒ (mi;j) ≡ 0. Then the rest of the data can be
determined successively.
This leaves only the case where (without loss of generality) B1 ≡ 0. In this case, it is no longer
true that  necessarily vanishes; but it is easy to check the kernel is now (r2 + 1)-dimensional.
For instance, if  =0 then  determines C2 = B−11 and C1 can be chosen freely. This completes
the arguments with matrices. Accordingly, in the notation of (3.4), the space H˜(f) is determined
everywhere by a map to a vector space of constant rank, hence is smooth; then the quotient by
the free GLr(C) action is smooth by Luna’s slice theorem. Hence our relative Hilbert schemes are
smooth compact manifolds.
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